City Addendum
City of Port Orford
Overview
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The city of Port Orford developed this addendum to the Curry County
multi-jurisdictional Natural Hazards Mitigation Plan in an effort to
increase the community’s resilience to natural hazards. The addendum
focuses on the natural hazards that could affect Port Orford, Oregon,
which include: coastal erosion, drought, earthquake, flood, landslide,
tsunami, volcano, wildfire, and severe winter storm. It is impossible to
predict exactly when disasters may occur, or the extent to which they will
affect the city. However, with careful planning and collaboration among
public agencies, private sector organizations, and citizens within the
community, it is possible to minimize the losses that can result from
natural hazards.
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The addendum provides a set of actions that aim to reduce the risks posed
by natural hazards through education and outreach programs, the
development of partnerships, and the implementation of preventative
activities such as land use or watershed management programs. The
actions described in the addendum are intended to be implemented
through existing plans and programs within the city.

D

The addendum is comprised of the following sections: 1) Addendum
Development Process 2) Community Profile; 3) Risk Assessment; 4)
Mission, Goals, & Action Items; and 5) Plan Implementation &
Maintenance.

Addendum Development Process
2005 Planning Process

The Curry County Multi-Jurisdictional Natural Hazard Mitigation Plan
(NHMP) was adopted in August, 2005. The city of Port Orford
participated in the county’s planning process as a ‘stakeholder,’ and
additionally developed mitigation actions within the county’s plan at that
time. Although the city of Port Orford did not develop a full addendum to
the Curry County Natural Hazard Mitigation Plan, the city’s risks and
vulnerabilities were partly documented throughout the county’s plan.

2009 Planning Process

In the fall of 2006, the Oregon Partnership for Disaster Resilience (The
Partnership/OPDR) at the University of Oregon’s Community Service
Center partnered with Oregon Emergency Management (OEM) and
Resource Assistance for Rural Environments (RARE) to develop a PreDisaster Mitigation Planning Grant proposal to create and/or update
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existing natural hazard mitigation plans for Oregon’s southern coastal
cities. The city of Port Orford partnered with OPDR and RARE to develop
a full city addendum to the Curry County Multi-Jurisdictional Natural
Hazard Mitigation Plan. FEMA awarded the region with a pre-disaster
mitigation planning grant, and Port Orford’s planning efforts began in the
fall of 2007. RARE provided a staff person (‘RARE Participant’) to facilitate
and document the cities’ planning processes.
The following representatives served as steering committee members for
the city of Port Orford’s natural hazard mitigation planning process.


Curry County Emergency Manager



Port Orford City Administrator



Port Orford Public Works Director
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The planning process and associated resources used to create Port Orford’s
Addendum to the Curry County Natural Hazard Mitigation Plan were
developed by the Partnership. The planning process was designed to: (1)
result in an addendum that is DMA 2000 compliant; (2) coordinate with the
state’s plan and activities of the Partnership; and (3) build a network of
local organizations that can play an active role in plan implementation.
City-specific information within Curry County’s NHMP was incorporated,
when relevant.
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The following is a summary of major activities included in the planning
process.
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Phase I: Getting Started
During the months of October 2007 – January 2008, the RARE Participant
established contacts with Port Orford staff, and assisted the city in
identifying members to serve as the plan’s steering committee. With
assistance from OPDR, the RARE Participant developed and facilitated a
‘Kick-off’ meeting on November 1st, 2007, and introduced the steering
committee to the planning process. This process was part of a county-wide
effort to update all city addendums that were developed in conjunction
with the 2005 Coos County Natural Hazards Mitigation Plan. As such, the
RARE Participant conducted interviews with important stakeholders in the
region, including the following representatives from Port Orford and
surrounding areas.
 Port Orford Chamber of Commerce
 Curry County Weed Advisory Board
 Curry County Health Department
 DHS Self-Sufficiency Program
 Curry County Home Health & Hospice
 South Coast Resource Center
 Driftwood Lodge Residential Facility
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 DHS Senior & Persons with Disabilities Services
 Curry County Commission on Children & Families
 South Coast Food Share
 Rocky Mountain Elk Foundation
 Southwest Oregon Provincial Advisory Committee
 Jerry’s Rogue Jets
 Retired Senior Volunteer Program
Stakeholder interview questions are located at the end of this addendum in
Appendix A, Public Process. Input from stakeholder interviews was used
to develop the city’s risk assessment, and interviews additionally informed
the city’s selection of mitigation action items.
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As part of the regional Pre-Disaster Mitigation grant, The Partnership
implemented a region-wide household preparedness survey. The survey
gauged household knowledge of mitigation tools and techniques and
assessed household disaster preparedness. The survey results improve
public/private coordination of mitigation and preparedness for natural
hazards by obtaining more accurate information on household
understanding and needs. Results of the survey are documented in an
independent report in Appendix A, Public Process.
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Phase II: Risk Assessment
Phase II of the planning process focused on identifying and understanding
the relationship between natural hazards, vulnerable systems within the
community, and existing capabilities. To begin the risk assessment process,
the RARE Participant reviewed existing research concerning the causes and
characteristics of potential natural hazards, as well as their probabilities of
occurrence and potential impacts. Resources included Oregon’s Technical
Resource Guide, and reports produced by the Department of Geology and
Mineral Industries (DOGAMI) among others. Please see the Risk
Assessment section below for hazard-specific resources and information.
On March 20th, 2008, the RARE Participant developed and facilitated a
“Risk Assessment” meeting at Port Orford’s City Hall. Steering committee
members discussed the city’s risks and vulnerabilities to natural hazards.
The RARE Participant documented information from this meeting in the
risk assessment section of the addendum. The risk assessment additionally
enabled the committee to identify mitigation actions to reduce losses from
natural hazards.
Phase III: Action Item Development, and Plan Implementation and
Maintenance
During the months of April 2008-June 2008, the RARE Participant assisted
in the development of mitigation actions that seek to reduce the city’s risk
to natural hazards. In partnership with Port Orford’s Steering Committee,
the RARE Participant developed and facilitated an “Action Item/Plan
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Implementation & Maintenance” meeting at Port Orford’s City Hall on
May 28th, 2008. At this meeting, the steering committee reviewed the city’s
existing actions, and identified new actions that would reduce the impact
of natural hazards on their community. Additionally, the committee
discussed a schedule and strategy for continued plan implementation and
maintenance.

Adoption

The city of Port Orford adopted its addendum to the Curry County MultiJurisdictional Natural Hazard Mitigation Plan via resolution on November
13, 2009.

2010 Plan update
In July 2010, Curry County updated its Multi-Jurisdictional Natural
Hazards Mitigation Plan. Following the county plan’s update, the Port
Orford steering committee met to review and update the Port Orford
addendum to ensure that it is consistent with the county plan. Members of
the Port Orford steering committee included:
Michael Murphy, City Administrator and Emergency Manager



Marvin Combs, Chief of Police



Allan Wagner, Public Works Superintendent



Gayle Wilcox, Fire Chief

ra
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Committee members met on August 19, 2010 to review the addendum’s
risk assessment, mission and goals, and action items, and updated portions
of the addendum where applicable. Changes made to the addendum are
documented in the Plan Update Changes Memo in Appendix A, Public
Process. The Oregon Partnership for Disaster Resilience (OPDR) reviewed
the Port Orford addendum prior to submission to FEMA and provided the
steering committee with technical guidance.

Public Involvement

During the plan update process, the city of Port Orford involved the public
to develop support for the plan and gather additional feedback. The Port
Orford steering committee invited the public to attend the August 19, 2010
steering committee meeting by publicly noticing the meeting in the local
newspaper. A meeting agenda can be found in Appendix A: Public
Process.
Upon completion of a final draft of the Port Orford addendum, the city
posted a copy on the OPDR website and submitted a press release that
described the plan update process, and requested feedback on plan
content. The city also provided notice to city departments about the plan
and where departments could provide comments. The public comment
period lasted from September 11, 2010 to September 24, 2010. A copy of
the press release can be found in Appendix A: Public Process.
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Adoption
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The city of Port Orford adopted the updated addendum to the Curry
County Multi-Jurisdictional Natural Hazard Mitigation Plan via resolution
on ______
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Community Profile
The following section describes the city of Port Orford from a number of
perspectives in order to help define and understand the city’s sensitivity
and resilience to natural hazards. Sensitivity factors can be defined as those
community assets and characteristics that may be impacted by natural
hazards, (e.g., special populations, economic factors, and historic and
cultural resources). Community resilience factors can be defined as the
community’s ability to manage risk and adapt to hazard event impacts
(e.g., governmental structure, agency missions and directives, and plans,
policies, and programs). The information in this section represents a
snapshot in time of the current sensitivity and resilience factors in the city
when the plan was developed. The information documented below, along
with the risk assessments, should be used as the local level rationale for the
city’s risk reduction actions. The identification of actions that reduce the
city’s sensitivity and increase its resilience assist in reducing overall risk, or
the area of overlap in Figure 1 below.

D
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Figure 1 Understanding Riski

Geography & Climate
Port Orford is located in Curry County, Oregon in the southwest coastal
region. The community lies just south of Cape Blanco, the westernmost
point of the contiguous United States. This is also the site of “Battle Rock,”
a major geographic point of historical interest. Situated 70 miles north of
the California border, Port Orford is the smallest of Curry County’s three
incorporated cities.
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The community was founded within an area of land that juts into the
Pacific, and features a south-facing harbor subject to a fair degree of yearround winds, and more severe storms in the winter months. To the east of
Port Orford lie some of Oregon’s dense old-growth forests, rivers and
riparian ecosystems, including the Elk and Sixes Rivers. This small city is
situated within some 1.6 square miles of land and water.
The average monthly low is 42°F and the average monthly high is 69°F.
The city of Port Orford receives an average annual precipitation of about 78
inches.

Population & Demographics
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In 1990, the city of Port Orford was home to 1,025 permanent residents.
According to the 2000 U.S. Census, there was about a 12% increase in
permanent residents to 1,153 (between 1990 and 2000). The racial
composition in 2000 was 95.4% White, 2.6% Hispanic or Latino, 1.4%
Native American, .3% Asian, .2% Native Hawaiian and Other Pacific
Islander, and .1% Black or African American. Less than 1% of the
population identified with “some other race” and 1.8% identified with two
or more races.
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The impact in terms of loss and the ability to recover vary among
population groups following a disaster. Historically, 80% of the disaster
burden falls on the public.ii Of this number, a disproportionate burden is
placed upon special needs groups, including children, the elderly, the
disabled, minorities, and low income persons. Portions of the city of Port
Orford’s residents fall into these special needs populations, as shown in
Tables 1 and 2 below.

D

Table 1: Disabled Populations, City of Port Orford, 2000
Age
Percentage
5 -15 years
12
16 - 64 years
35.0
65 years and older
45.6
Source: US Census, 2000

Table 2: Population by Age, City of Port Orford, 2000
Age
Number
Percentage
Under 5
42
3
5 to 19 years
191
16.5
20-44 years
250
21.6
45-64 years
355
30.7
65+ years
315
27.3
Median Age
50.5
Source: US Census, 2000

Employment & Economics
Historically, the economy of Port Orford has been largely based on fishing
and lumber. Both commercial fishing and timber have declined in the last
few decades. The economy has transitioned to more tourism related
services. The largest employment industries include educational, health,
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and social services; arts, entertainment, recreation, accommodation and
food services; and retail trade (see Table 3 below).
Table 3: Employment by Industry, City of Port Orford
Type of Industry
Educational, health and social services
Arts, entertainment, recreation, accommodation and food
services
Retail trade
Agriculture, forestry, fishing and hunting, and mining
Manufacturing
Professional, scientific, management, administrative, and
waste management services
Construction
Transportation and warehousing, and utilities
Finance, insurance, real estate, and rental and leasing
Public administration
Other services (except public administration)
Information
Wholesale trade

Number Percen
78

Source: US Census, 2000

63
62
36
25

15.8
15.6
9
6.3

25
22
19
18
17
16
11
6

6.3
5.5
4.8
4.5
4.3
4
2.8
1.5
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Median income can be used as an indicator of the strength of the region’s
economic stability. In 1999, the median household income in Port Orford
was $23,289. This is more than $18,000 below the 1999 national median
household income of $41,994, and almost $7,000 below the $30,117 median
household income for Curry County.iii Although it can be used to compare
areas as a whole, this number does not reflect how income is divided
among area residents.

Housing

D

Housing type and year-built dates are important factors in mitigation
planning. Certain housing types tend to be less disaster resistant and
warrant special attention: mobile homes, for example, are generally more
prone to wind and water damage than standard stick-built homes.
Generally the older the home is, the greater the risk of damage from
natural disasters. This is because stricter building codes have been
developed following improved scientific understanding of plate tectonics
and earthquake risk. For example, structures built after the late 1960’s in
the Northwest and California use earthquake resistant designs and
construction techniques. In addition, FEMA began assisting communities
with floodplain mapping during the 1970’s, and communities developed
ordinances that required homes in the floodplain to be elevated to one foot
above Base Flood Elevation.
In 2000, the city of Port Orford had 656 housing units, most of which were
single-family and owner-occupied (see Table 4). Table 5 shows that over
70% of the city’s housing stock was built prior to 1980, before strong
seismic building codes were put into place.
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Table 4: Housing Structure in City of Port Orford
Owner
Type of Housing Structure
Occupied
Percentage
Single Family
85.5
Multifamily
2
Mobile home
8
Boat, RV, van, etc.
4.5
Source: US Census, 2000

Renter
Occupied
Percentage
52.3
39.9
7.6
--

Table 5: Housing Structure Age, City of Port Orford
Year Housing Structure Built
Percentage
1999 to March 2000
.8
1995 to 1998
7.8
1990 to 1994
7.2
1980 to 1989
12.5
1970 to 1979
17.2
1960 to 1969
11.7
1940 to 1959
26.4
1939 or earlier
16.5
Source: US Census, 2000

Land Use & Development
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Development in the city of Port Orford spreads mostly along Hwy 101. The
city is located near Garrison Lake and Port Orford Heads State Park. A
majority of the city’s services, critical facilities, and retail are located within
blocks of Hwy 101.

Transportation & Commuting Patterns

D

The major transportation route through the city of Port Orford is Highway
101. Highway 101 in Port Orford runs north to the city of Bandon (about 28
miles) and south to the city of Gold Beach (about 28 miles). This is the only
major highway that connects to Port Orford.
Transportation is an important consideration when planning for
emergency service provisions. Currently there is minimal population
growth in Port Orford. Possible growth within the city will put pressure on
both major and minor roads, especially since the main mode of travel is by
single occupancy vehicles (see Table 6 below).
Table 6: Transportation Type used to Commute to Work, Port Orford
Transportation Type
Number Percentage
Total Workers 16 and over
385
100
Car, truck, or van
288
74.8
Drove alone
242
62.9
Carpooled
46
11.9
Walked
29
7.5
Public transportation
0
0
Bicycle
0
0
Other means
2
0.5
Worked at home
66
17.1
Source: US Census, 2000
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Figure 2. Port Orford Transportation Map

Critical Facilities & Infrastructure
Critical facilities are those that support government and first responders’
ability to take action in an emergency. They are a top priority in any
comprehensive hazard mitigation plan. Individual communities should
inventory their critical facilities to include locally designated shelters and
other essential assets, such as fire stations, and water and waste water
treatment facilities. The City of Port Orford has 2 fire stations in the
vicinity, 1 elementary school, a Police Department building, a water
treatment plant, a water impoundment (dam), and a waste water treatment
facility. The nearest hospitals are Curry General Hospital in Gold Beach,
about 28 miles south of Port Orford, and Southern Coos General Hospital,
about 28 miles north of Port Orford.
The Port District of Port Orford is the only “dolly” dock still in operation in
the world. The working Port supplies the area with fishing jobs and coastal
resources.

Historic & Cultural Resources
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Historic and cultural resources such as historic structures and landmarks
can help to define a community and may also be sources of tourism
dollars. Because of their role in defining and supporting the community,
protecting these resources from the impact of disasters is important. The
following historic and cultural resources can be found in the city of Port
Orford:
Cape Blanco State Park



Paradise Point State Recreation Site



Port Orford Heads State Park



Humbug Mountain State Park



Geisel Monument State Historical Site



Tseriadun State Park



Port Orford Library – Completed 2008

D



Government Structure
Port Orford has a manager/council non-partisan form of government. The
mayor and councilors are elected at large. The Council hires a city
manager who administers the day-to-day operations within the city.
The city of Port Orford has the following departments.iv


City Administrator: Directs and coordinates administration of the
city government in accordance with policies and directives of the
City Council.



Public Works: Responsible for development and maintenance of
city infrastructure.
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City Attorney: Provides representation and legal advice to the City
Council and staff.



Municipal Court Judge: Reviews violations of city ordinances
occurring within the city limits or on city owned property.



Fire Department/Rural Fire District: Responsible for being a part of
the Emergency Response Team and being informed and prepared
to handle hazardous materials emergency, as well as structural
and wild land fire, and rescue operations. Charged with
protecting safety and welfare of persons and property.



Police Department: Responsible for the Emergency Response Team
in the event of a natural disaster as well as protecting, training,
and enhancing the lives of the citizens.



Finance Department: Dispatches information to utility crews and
runs the emergency outage telephone answering service.
Maintenance of utility bills.



Planning Department: Enforces zoning ordinances and works with
the general public to plan and monitor development activities.

ft



Existing Plans & Policies
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Communities often have existing plans and policies that guide and
influence land use, land development, and population growth. Such
existing plans and policies can include comprehensive plans, zoning
ordinances, and technical reports or studies. Plans and policies already in
existence have support from local residents, businesses and policy makers.
Many land-use, comprehensive, and strategic plans get updated regularly,
and can easily adapt to changing conditions and needs.

D

The city of Port Orford’s addendum includes action items that, when
implemented, will reduce the city’s vulnerability to natural hazards. Many
of these recommendations are consistent with the goals and objectives of
the city’s existing plans and policies. Implementing the addendum’s action
items through existing plans and policies increases their likelihood of being
supported and getting updated, and maximizes the city’s resources.
Port Orford’s existing plans and policies include:
Port Orford Comprehensive Plan
Created in 1977 and revised in 1989 and 2004, the Comprehensive Plan
contains regulations for the zoning of land within the city was adopted to
promote and protect the public health, safety, and general welfare.
This plan includes a physical characteristics section which describes
geological characteristics, soil limitations and urban development,
limitations on development, areas subject to natural disasters and hazards.
 17.12.080 Shoreland overlay zone (9-SO)
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The purpose of the 9-SO zone is to protect shoreland resources
identified in the comprehensive plan and to apply development
standards to all uses within the shoreland boundary as applicable.
 17.16.010 Floodplains
Portions of zones may be subject to flooding. The floodplain zones
are superimposed on and made an official part of the Port Orford
zoning maps. Restrictions, conditions and regulations for the
construction of buildings and uses of land lying in the floodplain
zone are subject to federal regulations as set forth in the National
Flood Insurance Act of 1968.
 17.16.080 Development in areas of geological hazard
Uses allowed in any zone which are subject to the geological hazards
as identified on the Langlois/Cape Blanco Quadrangle and Port
Orford Quadrangle Geological Hazard Maps in DOGAMI Bulletin 90
“Land Use Geology of Western Curry County” and other locally
known areas of geologic hazard based on evidence of past
occurrences shall be subject to requirements.

ra
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A site investigation report shall be prepared by a geologist or
engineering geologist licensed in the State of Oregon at the
applicant’s expense. Structural recommendations contained in the
site investigation report must have construction plans stamped by a
professional engineer registered in the state of Oregon.

D

Port Orford Strategic Plan for Community and Economic Development
The strategic plan is organized to assist the city in implementing strategies
by defining the city’s responsibilities and the community’s goals for short
and long term projects in the region. Several of the Strategic Plan’s longrange goals align with the goals and actions within this mitigation plan:
 Develop an implementation plan to replace the city wastewater
effluent drain field and complete sewer outfall replacement.
 Take steps to reduce inflow and infiltration into the city’s system.
 Develop alternate sources for municipal water:
o Utilize Gold Run Creek
o Relocate Garrison Lake intake
o Municipal wells
 Develop a program to encourage conservation efforts.
 Complete the mapping of the city municipal water system.
 Promote repair and rehabilitation of housing stock by working in
cooperation with SOCHOP (Southern Oregon Coast Housing
Opportunities Partnership).
 Develop an emergency plan for the city of Port Orford
Port Orford Transportation System Plan – 2002
The Port Orford Transportation System Plan (TSP) guides the management
of existing transportation facilities and the design and implementation of
future facilities for the next 20 years. This TSP constitutes the
transportation element of the city’s Comprehensive Plan and satisfies the
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requirements of the Oregon Transportation Planning rule established by
the Department of Land Conservation and Development. It identifies and
prioritizes transportation projects for inclusion in the Oregon Department
of Transportation’s Statewide Transportation Improvement Program.
Curry County Community Wildfire Protection Plan - 2008
The Curry County Community Wildfire Protection Plan (CWPP) provides
a baseline of information on structural vulnerability within the wildlandurban interface (WUI). This plan documents the efforts of local, state, and
federal partners in Curry County to accomplish these goals and establishes
clear strategies for reducing wildfire risk throughout the county.

Community Organizations & Programs

ra
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Social systems can be defined as community organizations and programs
that provide social and community-based services, such as health care or
housing assistance, to the public. In planning for natural hazard
mitigation, it is important to know what social systems exist within the
community because of their existing connections to the public. Often,
actions identified by the plan involve communication with the public or
specific subgroups within the population (e.g. elderly, children, low
income). The city can use existing social systems as resources for
implementing such communication-related activities because these service
providers already work directly with the public on a number of issues, one
of which could be natural hazard preparedness and mitigation.

D

The following organizations are active within Curry County and may be
potential partners for implementing mitigation actions in the city of Port
Orford.
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CG Hill Communications Inc.
905 King Street South
Port Orford, OR 97465
Tel: (541) 332-1280
Child Care Resource and
Referral
94145 5th Place
Gold Beach
(541) 247-9426

Low Income

Families

English
Second

Elders

Disabled

Children

Involvement with
Natural Hazard
Mitigation

Provides a variety of supportive
services to senior and disabled
persons and to low income
residents of Coos County. Some
include housing (transitional,
emergency, & farmworker),
home care (homemaker),
personal care, selfCoos and Curry
sufficiency/case management,
Counties
special transportation,
advocacy, information and
assistance, wellness education,
elder abuse awareness,
telephone reassurance (RUOK),
respite care, care giver support,
weatherization, low-income
energy assistance.

• Education and outreach
• Information dissemination

Advertising company
specializing in: identity design,
web design,
marketing/communications,
technical writing, and
tradeshow/event planning.

Curry County

• Information dissemination

Directory for childcare centered Curry County,
in Gold Beach
Gold Beach

• Information dissemination
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Area Agency on Aging
93781 Newport Lane
Post Office Box 1118
Coos Bay, OR 97420
Tel: 541-269-2013
FAX: 541-267-0194

Service Area
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and Contact Information

Description

D

Name

Businesses

Populations Served

D
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Low Income

Families

English
Second

ft

For low and moderate income in
Coos-Curry County North Bend
Coos and Curry counties. Rental
Housing Authority
assistance, loans, farm labor
Coos and Curry
1700 Monroe
housing, public housing,
Counties
North Bend, OR 97459
property management, home
Tel: (541) 756-4111
ownership, and family selfFax: (541) 756-4990
sufficiency.
Curry County Economic and
Community Development
Provides Curry County works to
94235 Moore Street
sustain and improve Curry
Curry County
Gold Beach, OR 97444
County's economy
Local: 541-247-4466
Fax: 541-247-3201
Curry County Health
Department works to promote
Curry County Health
physical, mental, and social wellDepartment
being through preventing
Curry County
1403 Oregon St
disease and injury, promoting
Port Orford, OR 97465
healthy behaviors, and
Phone: (541) 332-4041
protecting the health of the
community.
Provides research-based
Curry County Extension Office knowledge and education that
focus on strengthening
Curry County Fair Grounds
Curry County
communities and economies,
29390 Ellensburg (Hwy 101)
sustaining natural resources,
Gold Beach, Or 97444
and promoting healthy families
541-247-6672
and individuals.

Elders

Service Area

Disabled

and Contact Information

Description

Children

Name

Businesses

Populations Served

Involvement with
Natural Hazard
Mitigation

• Information dissemination
• Education and outreach

• Information dissemination
• Education and outreach

• Education and outreach
• Information dissemination

• Education and outreach
• Information dissemination
• Plan/project implementation

Low Income

Families

English
Second

Elders

Service Area

Disabled

and Contact Information

Description

Children

Name

Businesses

Populations Served

Involvement with
Natural Hazard
Mitigation

Curry Family Medical
525 Madrona
Port Orford, OR 97465
Ph: 541/332-3861

Fully staffed family medical
clinic including a general
practice physician and a family
nurse practitioner.

Curry Health Foundation
P.O. Box 1274
Gold Beach, OR 97444
Tel: 541-247-3189
Fax: 541-247-3181

Provides health care services
throughout Curry County by
representing these needs to the
public, and by the soliciting,
holding and granting of funds for Curry County
use in providing the medical and
hospital facilities needed in the
general community of Curry
County.

• Education and outreach
• Information dissemination

Curry General Hospital
94220 Fourth St.
Gold Beach, OR 97444
Tel: 541/247-6621

The hospital continually hosts
visiting medical specialists who
treat patients and/or perform
surgery in oncology /
Curry County
hematology, ophthalmology,
orthopedics, neurology, earnose-and-throat, cardiology and
general surgery.

• Education and outreach
• Information dissemination

Public Transportation Provider
in Curry County

• Information dissemination

Curry County Public
Transportation
PO Box 1444
Brookings
(541) 247-7506

D
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Curry County

Coos and Curry
Counties

• Education and outreach
• Information dissemination

Diane's Preschool and Day
Care Center
94215 Sixth Street
Gold Beach
(541) 247-2931

• Education and outreach
• Information dissemination
• Plan/project implementation

Low Income

• Education and outreach
• Information dissemination

Provides family health care.
Expert medical specialists see
patients in the Brookings
Medical Center in gynecologyobstetrics, psychiatry,
neurology, clinical social work,
dietetics and urology.

Curry County

• Education and outreach
• Information dissemination

Provides child care

Coos County,
City of Bandon

• Information dissemination
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Brookings Medical Center
585 Fifth St.
Brookings, OR 97415
Tel: 541/469-5377

Involvement with
Natural Hazard
Mitigation

Curry County

Provides family health care.

D

Brookings Harbor Medical
Center
585 Fifth St.
Brookings, OR 97415
Tel: 541/469-5377
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Brookings Harbor Chamber of
Commerce
Provides economic
PO BOX 940
development assistance to local Brookings
Brookings, OR 97415
businesses.
Tel:(541) 469.3181

Families

English
Second

Elders

Service Area

Disabled

and Contact Information

Description

Children

Name

Businesses

Populations Served

Gold Beach Chamber of
Commerce
29795 Ellensburg Ave.
P.O. Box 489
Gold Beach, OR 97444
Tel: (541) 247-0923

Oregon Employment
Department
16399 Lower Harbor Rd
Brookings OR 97415
Tel: (541) 469-9836

Low Income

Families

English
Second

Involvement with
Natural Hazard
Mitigation

• Education and outreach
• Information dissemination
• Plan/project implementation
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Provides economic
development assistance to local Gold Beach
businesses.

• Information dissemination

Volunteers are appointed by the
Coos, Curry and
court to advocate for abused
and/or neglected children who Douglas
Counties
are involved in juvenile court
dependency proceedings.

• Information dissemination

Promotes employment of
Oregonians through developing
a diversified, multi-skilled
Curry County,
workforce, promoting quality
City of Brookings
child care, and providing
support during periods of
unemployment.

• Information dissemination

ra

Residential care facility that
offers an assisted living
Coos County,
community that provides a
City of Bandon
program of services which
enhance the quality of your life.

D

Heritage Place Assisted Living
and Wellness Center
1000 6th Avenue West
Bandon, OR 97411
Tel: (541) 347-7502
Oregon Coast Community
Action
2110 Newmark Ave.
Coos Bay, OR 97420
Tel: (541) 888-1574

Elders

and Contact Information

Service Area

Disabled

Description

Children

Name

Businesses

Populations Served

Parkview Special Care Center
for Alzheimer's
984 Parkview Drive
Brookings, OR
Tel: (541)469-6817
Port Orford Heritage Society
Headlands State Park
Port Orford, OR 97465
Tel: (541) 332.0521

Parkview Special Care Center
specializes in Alzheimer's and
Curry County,
dementia care and offers more
City of Brookings
extensive care to residents who
require it.
The Society is dedicated to
preserving and interpreting the
rich heritage of Port Orford and
the neighboring locale.

D
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Port Orford Library Foundation
Works to secure funding for
P.O. Box 294
libraries within the Port Orford
Port Orford, OR 97465
and Langlois areas
Tel: (541) 332.5622

City of Port
Orford and
Langlois area.

Low Income

Families

English
Second

ft

Outreach Gospel Mission
15701 Hwy 101 S
Brookings OR 97415
Tel: (541) 412-0278

The Outreach Gospel Mission is
dedicated to proclaiming the
Gospel, by providing individuals
and/or families with their
physical, mental, emotional and
spiritual needs. A residential
Curry County,
program consists of Bible
City of Brookings
studies, support groups, life skill
training which offers these
individuals/families a means of
leaving a life of poverty,
addictions, domestic violence
and related issues

Elders

Service Area

Disabled

and Contact Information

Description

Children

Name

Businesses

Populations Served

Involvement with
Natural Hazard
Mitigation

• Information dissemination

• Information dissemination

• Information dissemination

• Information dissemination

Low Income

Families

English
Second

Elders

Service Area

Disabled

and Contact Information

Description

Children

Name

Businesses

Populations Served

Involvement with
Natural Hazard
Mitigation

Port Orford & North Curry
Chamber of Commerce
P.O. Box 637
Port Orford, OR 97465
(541) 332-8055

Provides economic
Port Orford and
development assistance to local
North Curry
businesses.

Rotary Club of BrookingsHarbor
P.O. Box 357
Brookings OR 97415
Tel: (541) 469-7098

Rotary clubs are responsible for
four key elements: sustaining or
increasing their membership
base, participating in service
projects that benefit their own
community and those in other
City of Brookings
countries, supporting The
Rotary Foundation of RI
financially and through program
participation, and developing
leaders capable of serving in
Rotary beyond the club level.

• Information dissemination

Rush Surgery & Medical Center
is the largest medical facility in
Brookings, Oregon. The Center
Curry County,
consists of three distinct
City of Brookings
departments: 1. Rush Surgery
Center 2. Rush Medical Center
3. Eye Center of Brookings

• Information dissemination

ft
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Rush Surgery Center, LLC
648 Chetco Ave.
Brookings OR 97415
Tel: (541) 412-9806

• Education and outreach
• Information dissemination
• Plan/project implementation

Low Income

Families

English
Second

Elders

and Contact Information

Service Area

Disabled

Description

Children

Name

Businesses

Populations Served

Involvement with
Natural Hazard
Mitigation

South Coast Head Start
2540 Hull Street,
Coos Bay, OR 97420
Tel: 541-888-3717

Preschool experience available
for children of low income
families or children with
developmental disabilities. Child
Coos and Curry
must be 3-4 years old by Sept 1
Counties
of the year applying. Head Start
has 10 locations in Coos and
Curry County. Hispanic
interpreter on site.

South Coast Head Start
2540 Hull Street,
Coos Bay, OR 97420
Tel: 541-888-3717

Preschool experience available
for children of low income
families or children with
developmental disabilities. Child
Coos and Curry
must be 3-4 years old by Sept 1
Counties
of the year applying. Head Start
has 10 locations in Coos and
Curry County. Hispanic
interpreter on site.

• Information dissemination

Southwestern provides quality
learning opportunities.

• Education and outreach
• Information dissemination
• Plan/project implementation
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• Information dissemination

Southwestern Oregon
Community College
1988 Newmark Ave., Coos Bay,
OR 97420
Tel: (541) 888-2525

Coos and Curry
Counties

Umpqua Community
Development Corporation
Coos Bay office:
320 Central, Suite 410
Coos Bay, OR 97420
Phone: (541) 267-6505
Fax: (541) 267-6504

Zion Lutheran Church
2015 Washington Street
Port Orford, Oregon 97465
Tel: (541) 332 3581

Low Income

Families

English
Second

Elders

Disabled

Involvement with
Natural Hazard
Mitigation

Coos, Curry, and
Douglas
Counties.

Curry County,
City of Port
Orford

D

Vagabond House Adult Living
834 Deady Street
Port Orford, Oregon 97465
Tel: (541) 332-1211

Umpqua Community
Development Corporation works
with residents to provide:
Affordable Housing
Development,
Education, Training, and
Homeowner Assistance
Economic Development
Community Development
Asset and Property
Management
Residential adult care facility
that offers an assisted living
community that provides a
program of services which
enhance the quality of life.

ra

and Contact Information

Service Area

Children

Description

ft

Name

Businesses

Populations Served

In service to the people of Port
Orford and Langlois, Oregon
Port Orford
with worship, prayer, fellowship,
and outreach ministries.

• Information dissemination

• Information dissemination

Existing Mitigation Activities
Existing mitigation activities include current mitigation programs and
activities that are being implemented by the community in an effort to
reduce the community’s overall risk to natural hazards. Documenting
these efforts can help participating jurisdictions better understand risk and
can assist in documenting successes. The following mitigation projects
have been implemented within the city of Port Orford:
Earthquakes
The seismic capacity of Port Orford’s building stock will improve over time
as the existing stock is gradually replaced and/or upgraded.
Landslides
The city maintains a steep slope, coastal, and soil stability developmental
code.
Flooding
Adopted current FEMA floodplain maps, dated September 25, 2009.

D
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Tsunami
Port Orford has several different education and outreach tools for
tsunamis. These tools include pamphlets on basic guidelines for
encountering natural disasters; tsunami evacuation maps; and tsunami
zone warning signs. The evacuation zone map, shown below, was
developed by local officials in consultation with the Oregon Department of
Geology and Mineral Industries (DOGAMI) and Oregon Emergency
Management (OEM). It is intended to represent the worst-case scenario for
a tsunami caused by an undersea earthquake near the Oregon Coast.
Evacuation routes were developed by local officials and reviewed by
Oregon Emergency Management. The Curry County Emergency
Management Division is publishing this brochure because the information
furthers public awareness of the potential tsunami threat. The map is
intended for emergency response and should not be used for site-specific
planning.
Wildfire
The Rural Fire District conducts education and outreach during fire season
(fall). Please reference Curry County’s Natural Hazard Mitigation Plan for
a comprehensive list of outreach activities.
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IF YOU FEEL THE GROUND SHAKE,
MOVE QUICKLY TO HIGHER GROUND
AND SAFETY!
DO NOT WAIT FOR AN OFFICIAL WARNING!

P o r t Or f o r d Ts u n a m i E v a c u a t i o n Ma p
Paradise Point

101

LEGEND

The evacuation zone on this map was
developed by the Oregon Department
of Geology and Mineral Industries in
consultation with local officials. It is
intended to represent a worst-case
scenario for a tsunami caused by an
undersea earthquake near the Oregon
coast. Evacuation routes were developed by local officials and reviewed by
the Oregon Department of Emergency
Management.
The Oregon Department of Geology
and Mineral Industries is publishing
this brochure because the information
furthers the mission of the Department.
The map is intended for emergency
response and should not be used for
site-specific planning.

Po l i ce & Fi re

14th

12th

8th

I n d u s t ri a l Fa ci l i t y

D

NOTICE

ra

E v ac ua t i o n Ro u t e

18th

ft

Ev ac ua t i o n Zo n e

Lakeshore

North

Washington
King

School

101

CONTACTS
Department of State Police
Oregon Emergency Management
595 Cottage St. NE
Salem, OR 97310
(503) 378-2911
http://www.osp.state.or.us/oem/

TSUNAMI
EVACUATION MAP

Curry County Emergency Services
PO Box 746
Gold Beach, OR 97444
(541) 247-7011
http://www.co.curry.or.us/

IF YOU FEEL AN EARTHQUAKE:
PROTECT YOURSELF UNTIL THE
EARTHQUAKE IS OVER

D

•

MOVE QUICKLY INLAND TO HIGH GROUND
AND AWAY FROM LOW-LYING COASTAL AREAS
— GO ON FOOT IF AT ALL POSSIBLE—

•

DO NOT WAIT FOR AN OFFICIAL WARNING

•

D O N O T PA C K O R D E L AY

•
•

A distinction can be made between a tsunami caused by an undersea earthquake “near” the Oregon coast and an
undersea earthquake “far” from the coast. For an earthquake near the coast, experts believe that a tsunami could come
onshore within 15 to 20 minutes after the earthquake—before there is time for official warning. The ground-shaking of
the earthquake may be the only warning you have!

ra

Port Orford

ft

Recent research suggests that tsunamis have struck the Oregon coast on a regular basis. Tsunamis can occur any
time of day or night. Typical wave heights from tsunamis occurring in the Pacific over the last 80 years have been
between 20 to 45 feet at the shoreline. A few waves however have been much higher—as much as 100 feet or more
because of local conditions.

•

PRINTED ON RECYCLED PAPER

THE INFORMATION IN THIS BROCHURE MAY SAVE YOUR LIFE.
PLEASE TAKE THE TIME TO READ IT AND SHARE WHAT YOU HAVE
LEARNED WITH YOUR FAMILY AND FRIENDS.

People on open beaches, in low-lying areas, by bay mouths or bay tidal flats, and near mouths of rivers draining into
the ocean are in greatest danger. If you find yourself in any of these areas and you feel an earthquake, you are advised
to evacuate inland to higher ground. Evacuation routes and safe areas are depicted on this map. Evacuate on foot if at all
possible.

Nature of the Northwest Information Center
800 NE Oregon Street #5, Suite 177
Portland, OR 97232
(503) 872-2750
http://www.naturenw.org/

Funded by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
under SO #OBLIG-2000-5332-0-0 through the Oregon Department of
Geology and Mineral Industries. Published by the Oregon Department
of Geology and Mineral Industries with assistance by Shoreland
Solutions, Newport, Oregon, and in cooperation with Oregon
Emergency Management and Curry County.

E V A C U A T I O N MA P : P o r t O r f o r d

A tsunami is a series of sea waves usually caused by a displacement of the ocean floor by an undersea earthquake.
As tsunamis enter shallow water near land, they increase in height and can cause great loss of life and property damage.

Oregon Department of Geology and Mineral Industries
800 NE Oregon Street #28, Suite 965
Portland, OR 97232
(503) 731-4100
http://www.oregongeology.com

International Tsunami Information Center
Box 50027
Honolulu, HI 96850-4993
(808) 541-1658
http://www.pmel.noaa.gov/tsunami-hazard

TSUNAMI

D O N O T R E T U R N TO S H O R E
WAIT FOR AN “ALL CLEAR" FROM LOCAL
O F F I C I A L S B E F O R E R E T U R N I N G TO L O WLY I N G A R E A S

A TSUNAMI MAY BE COMING IN
A FEW MINUTES. MORE WAVES
MAY BE COMING FOR SEVERAL
HOURS AFTER THE FIRST.

A tsunami caused by an undersea earthquake far from the Oregon coast will take several hours to come onshore.
You will feel no earthquake. There will typically be time for an official warning and evacuation to safety. In isolated areas
along beaches and bays you may not hear a warning. Here, a sudden change in sea level should prompt you to move
immediately inland to high ground.
In either tsunami case, evacuate on foot if at all possible because of potential traffic jams, as well as earthquakeinduced damage to or blockage of roads.
Remember: A tsunami is a series of waves. Waves may continue to arrive over several hours. Stay away from potentially hazardous areas until you receive an “all clear” from local officials.
Aside from the
devastation a tsunami leaves behind where it hits
inhabited shores,
it brings lots of
sand. This cut in
the bank of the
Salmon River,
north of Lincoln
City, Oregon, documents the tsunami associated
with the great
earthquake of
A.D. 1700.
Photo from U.S.
Geological Survey Circular 1187.

Risk Assessment
The Curry County Natural Hazard Mitigation Plan addresses the following
natural hazards: earthquake, flood, landslide, tsunami, wildfire, and severe
winter storm. The city of Port Orford reviewed the county’s risk
assessment on August 19, 2010 and assessed how Port Orford’s risks vary
from the risks facing the entire county. Additionally, Port Orford assessed
its risks to the volcano hazard which is currently not included in the Curry
County Natural Hazard Mitigation Plan.

Coastal Erosion
Coastal erosion is a natural process that continually affects the entire
Oregon coast. Erosion becomes a hazard when human development, life
and safety are threatened. Beaches, sand spits, dunes and bluffs are
constantly affected by waves, currents, tides and storms resulting in
chronic erosion, landslides and flooding. Changes may be gradual over a
season or many years. Changes may also be drastic, occurring during the
course of a single storm event.
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Erosion may be caused by large waves, storm surges, rip cell embayments,
high winds, rain, runoff, flooding, or increased water levels and ocean
conditions caused by periodic El Niños. Coastal dunes and bluffs
comprised of uplifted marine terrace deposits are especially vulnerable to
chronic and catastrophic hazards.
Natural hazards that cause erosion and other impacts on coastal areas can
be divided into two general classes: chronic and catastrophic.
Chronic hazards are those that we can often see clear evidence of along the
ocean shore and include the following:
Periodic high rates of beach, dune and bluff erosion;



Mass wasting of sea cliffs in the form of landslides and slumps due
to wave attack and geologic instability;



Storm surges, high ocean waves and the flooding of low-lying lands
during major storms;



Sand inundation;



Erosion due to the occurrence of El Niños and from rip
embayments; and



Recession of coastal bluffs due to long-term changes in mean sea
level and the magnitude and frequency of storm systems.

D



Chronic hazards are usually local in nature, and the threats to human life
and property that arise from them are generally less severe than those
associated with catastrophic hazards. However, wide distribution and
frequent occurrence of chronic hazards makes them more of an immediate
concern.
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The damage caused by chronic hazards is usually gradual and cumulative.
However, storms that produce large winter waves, heavy rainfall and/or
high winds may result in very rapid erosion or other damage that can
affect properties and infrastructure over a matter of hours. The regional,
oceanic and climatic environments that result in intense winter storms
determine the severity of chronic hazards along the Oregon coast.
Catastrophic hazards are regional in scale and scope. Though very
infrequent, Cascadia Subduction Zone earthquakes, and the ground
shaking, subsidence, land sliding, liquefaction and tsunamis that
accompany them are very destructive in their effect causing extensive
property losses and high numbers of deaths and injuries, both on the coast
and inland.
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In Figure 3 below, the Port Orford Steering Committee identified locations
that are particularly prone to coastal erosion hazards. These locations
include beach properties on the west side of town, and areas south of Port
Orford along Highway 101. The city does not keep any formal records of
previous coastal erosion occurrences. The city’s steering committee,
however, recalls a storm between 1997 and 1998 in which a drainage outfall
was damaged near beachfront properties. The damage was repaired,
although costly. Likewise, the committee recalls washouts and road
blockages along Highway 101 south of Port Orford. Due to the chronic
nature of this hazard, damages are typically very gradual and cumulative.

D

Figure 3. Areas Subject to Coastal Erosion

The Curry County Multi-Jurisdictional Natural Hazards Mitigation Plan
ranks the county’s probability to coastal erosion as high meaning that at
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least one incident is likely to occur within a 10-35 year period. The city of
Port Orford estimates its probability will also be high. Additionally, the
Curry County Natural Hazards Mitigation Plan ranks the county’s
vulnerability to coastal erosion as high. However, the Port Orford steering
committee estimates that the city has a low vulnerability to coastal erosion
hazards when compared to the county, meaning less than 1% of the
population or regional assets would be affected by an event.
Coastal erosion processes create special challenges for people living near
the ocean, requiring sound planning in order to minimize the potential
dangers to life and property. Attempts to stabilize the shoreline or beach
are often futile because the forces that shape the coast are persistent and
powerful. Inadequate understanding of the complex interaction of coastal
land forms and waters and the various types of coastal erosion can result in
serious threats to people, communities and infrastructure.

ft

The degree of damage to structures, as well as injury and death to people
caused by coastal erosion and related hazards (e.g., ocean, urban and
riverine flooding, landslides and slumping, storm surges and high ocean
wave action, sand inundation, wind storms, tsunamis and earthquakes,
etc.) will depend upon: 1) whether the hazard events are catastrophic or
chronic in nature and, 2) the proximity of people and property to the event
and its magnitude and duration.

D
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The effects from more frequent chronic hazards will in most instances be
much less severe than catastrophic events and cover a much smaller area.
However, a significant chronic hazard can still result in dangerous slides,
flooding, high winds and dangerous wave effects causing major damage to
roads, bridges, homes, schools, businesses and infrastructure. Such
impacts can be particularly hard on smaller-sized communities, isolated
rural homes and farm, and large residential, resort, tourist and commercial
developments located in or near areas of known hazards due to erosion,
slides and slumping, high wave action and storm surges and ocean or river
flooding.
Human activities also influence, and in some cases, intensify the effects of
erosion and other coastal hazards. Major actions such as jetty construction
and maintenance dredging can have long-term effects on large sections of
the coast. This is particularly true along dune-backed and inlet-affected
shorelines such as the Columbia River littoral cell. The planting of
European bunchgrass since the early 1900s has locked up sand in the form
of high dunes. This in turn has contributed to the net loss of beach sand
and increased beach erosion. Residential and commercial development
can affect shoreline stability over shorter periods of time and in smaller
geographic areas. Activities such as grading and excavation, surface and
subsurface drainage alterations, vegetation removal, and vegetative as well
as structural shoreline stabilization can all reduce shoreline stability.
Finally heavy recreational use in the form of pedestrian and vehicular
traffic can affect shoreline stability over shorter time frames and smaller
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spaces. Because these activities may result in the loss of fragile vegetative
cover they are a particular concern along dune-backed shorelines. Graffiti
carving along bluff-backed shorelines is another byproduct of recreational
use that can damage fragile shoreline stability.

Drought

ft

Obviously, as compared to the lesser impacts from a chronic hazard, a rare
catastrophic event striking the coast will likely result in much more
extensive property damage and higher numbers of dead and injured
people. A catastrophic incident potentially can seriously damage, disrupt
and destroy large numbers of homes, buildings, schools, utilities,
infrastructure, boats and port facilities, roads and bridges, and
communication and other lifeline systems. Such damage also can seriously
impede or prevent the movement of people and goods and may disrupt the
response of police, fire and emergency services. Such consequences in turn
can produce serious impacts on community and regional economic activity
by disconnecting people from home, jobs, school, food and needed
commercial, medical and social services. On the coast, the interruption of
the tourist industry for any prolonged time could have very dire economic
effects.
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Drought can be defined in several ways. The American Heritage
Dictionary defines drought as "a long period with no rain, especially
during a planting season." Another definition of drought is a deficiency in
surface and sub-surface water supplies. In socioeconomic terms, drought
occurs when a physical water shortage begins to affect people, individually
and collectively, and the area’s economy.

D

Drought is typically measured in terms of water availability in a defined
geographical area. It is common to express drought with a numerical index
that ranks severity. The Oregon Drought Severity Index is the most
commonly used drought measurement in the state because it incorporates
both local conditions and mountain snow pack. The Oregon Drought
Severity Index categorizes droughts as mild, moderate, severe, and
extreme. In Port Orford, and in most areas along the Oregon coast,
drought is of little to no concern. Port Orford’s average annual rainfall is
about 72" and there are no records of severe drought within the city.
Drought is averted as a result of the coast’s high rainfall from moist air
masses moving onto land from the Pacific Ocean, especially during winter
months. The Curry County Multi-Jurisdictional Natural Hazards
Mitigation Plan estimates the probability of a drought occurring as high.
However, due to the city’s marine climate and its proximity to the Pacific
Ocean, Port Orford’s Steering Committee believes that the city’s
probability of experiencing a drought is moderate, meaning one incident
is not likely to occur more than once within a 35 to 75 year period.
Drought vulnerability is frequently an "incremental" hazard, meaning the
onset and end is often difficult to determine. Also, its effects may
accumulate slowly over a considerable period of time and may linger for
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years after the termination of the event. Potential impacts vary among
communities. Droughts can occur region-wide, and can affect all segments
of a jurisdiction’s population, particularly those dependent on rainfall (e.g.
agriculture, hydroelectric generation, recreation, etc.). Within Port Orford,
impacts may include water rationing and potentially a decrease in tourismrelated activities. The likelihood that this would occur, however, is
believed to be moderate. The city’s climate usually prevents severe
droughts from occurring, and the steering committee believes there is an
adequate supply of water that would last residents for two days in a severe
emergency. The Curry County Natural Hazards Mitigation Plan estimates
the county’s vulnerability to droughts as high. However, given Port
Orford’s available water supply and marine climate, the city estimates that
its vulnerability to a drought event would be moderate, meaning less than
1-10% of the population would be affected by an event.

Earthquake

ft

Port Orford’s location on the Oregon Coast makes it susceptible to
earthquakes, especially a Cascadia Subduction Zone Earthquake. The
earthquake hazard annex in Curry County Multi-Jurisdictional Natural
Hazards Mitigation Plan in Section 3.4 adequately identifies the causes,
characteristics, location, extent, and previous occurrences of earthquakes
for the city of Port Orford.
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When determining the probability of earthquakes, it is difficult to estimate
the recurrence intervals from available data. Paleoseismic studies along the
Oregon coast indicate that the state has experienced seven Cascadia
Subduction Zone (CSZ) events possibly as large as M9 in the last 3,500
years. These events are estimated to have an average recurrence interval
between 500 and 600 years, although the time interval between individual
events ranges from 150 to 1000 years. Scientists estimate the chance in the
next 50 years of a great subduction zone earthquake is 40 percent
assuming that the recurrence is on the order of 400±200 years.v
The Curry County Plan ranked the county’s vulnerability to earthquakes
as high, meaning more than 10% of the community’s population would be
affected in the event of an earthquake. The city of Port Orford believes that
its vulnerability to earthquakes would also be high. The steering
committee identified the following potential earthquake-related impacts
within the city of Port Orford:


The potential disruption or destruction of water pumps and
intakes. This could endanger and limit the water supply for the city
and residents.



Damages to bridges in the area. The Highway 101 Bridge over Mill
Creek is a vital connection to communities north of Port Orford,
and could be at risk of collapse. Additionally, the city’s water and
sewer connection run underneath the Arizona Street Bridge. An
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earthquake could damage the pipes, causing them to spill
wastewater into Mill Creek and Garrison Lake.
Damage to the Port Basin. The Port Boat Basin, the economic heart
of the community, is constructed on fill which could result in
liquefaction.



Damage to buildings and infrastructure within Port Orford. A
majority of the city is built on fill and will likely experience
liquefaction during a Cascadia event.



Transportation interruptions. Isolation from other cities is a factor if
an earthquake cut off access to Highway 101 north or south. If
transportation routes are blocked, the City would have to rely on
air and sea transport. Air transport, other than rotary wing craft is
not a viable option due to the number of bridges between the City
and the nearest suitable landing site which is Cape Blanco airport.
Sea transport using small boats may be possible; depending upon
how much damage is sustained at the Port of Port Orford during
the event. The Curry County Mitigation Plan further addresses the
isolation risk due to transportation system damages.

ft
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From 2005-2007, under the direction of Oregon Senate Bill 2, the Oregon
Department of Geology and Mineral Industries (DOGAMI) completed a
statewide seismic needs assessment that surveyed K-12 public school
buildings, hospital buildings with acute inpatient care facilities, fire
stations, police stations, sheriffs offices and other law enforcement agency
buildings. The needs assessment consisted of rapid visual screenings
(RVS). RVS results were grouped into categories by risk of probable
damage in a high magnitude earthquake. The following buildings within
the city of Port Orford were listed at “high” risk of probable damage in a
high magnitude event:


Driftwood Elementary



Port Orford Police Department, Rural Fire District and City
Services

Flood
The flood hazard annex in the Curry County Multi-Jurisdictional Natural
Hazard Mitigation Plan adequately identifies the causes, characteristics,
community impacts and previous occurrences of flooding for the city of
Port Orford.
In Figures 5-10 below, FEMA’s Flood Insurance Rate Map shows areas
within the city that are risk to flooding along Garrison Lake and Mill Creek
(also shown in Figure 4). A few houses around Garrison Lake are
impacted by flooding. Heavy rains during the winter can overwhelm Mill
Creek and the lake.
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The city of Port Orford is a participant in the National Flood Insurance
Program (NFIP) and the city’s most recent effective Flood Insurance Rate
Map (FIRM) is dated January 29, 1980 (initial FIRM April 30, 1976) . There
are 12 NFIP Policies in Port Orford at a value of $ 3,423,000, and the total
premium is $3,922. vi There have been 3 total claims since 1978
reimbursing $9,238.26, and Port Orford has had zero repetitive loss
properties. Likewise, there have been zero B,C, or X claims, and 2 Letters
of Map Change. The city has never had a Community Assistance Visit or
Community Assistance Contact.
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Figure 4. Areas Subject to Flooding in Port Orford

Source: Port Orford Steering Committee
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Figure 5. Port Orford Flood Insurance Rate Map
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Figure 6. Port Orford Flood Insurance Rate Map
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Figure 7. Port Orford Flood Insurance Rate Map
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Figure 8. Port Orford Flood Insurance Rate Map
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Figure 9. Port Orford Flood Insurance Rate Map
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Figure 10. Port Orford Flood Insurance Rate Map

The Curry County Multi-Jurisdictional Natural Hazard Mitigation Plan
ranked the county’s vulnerability to flooding as high, meaning a flood
event could impact 10% or more of the county’s population. The county
plan also indicates that the probability of flooding is high, meaning at
least one event is likely to occur within a 10-35 year period. The Port
Orford Steering Committee agreed these scores would be representative of
Port Orford as well.
The steering committee identified the following potential community
impacts or concerns about the flood hazard:
A few houses around Garrison Lake (identified in yellow below in
Figure 4) are impacted by flooding. Heavy rains during the winter
can overwhelm Mill Creek and the lake. The FEMA Flood
Insurance Rate Map (FIRM, Figure 5 below) also identifies the area
impacted around the Garrison Lake and Mill Creek.



The Arizona Street Bridge could potentially be impacted by high
floodwaters.



Tseriadun State Park, a 5,000 year old archeological site is
threatened by potential flooding of Mill Creek.

Landslide

ft
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The landslide hazard annex in the Curry County Multi-Jurisdictional
Natural Hazard Mitigation Plan adequately identifies the causes,
characteristics, community impacts and previous occurrences of landslides
for the city of Port Orford. On December 31st, 2005, a landslide occurred
south of Port Orford, and shut down Highway 101 for a week. The Oregon
Department of Transportation estimated that the detour around the
landslide cost drivers $500,000 a day.vii Known as the Rocky Point Slide,
the ensuing road repairs took months to complete and allowed only one
lane to be operational through that time.viii

The city of Port Orford does not keep records of previous landslides, or
maps indicating the location or extent of landslides within city limits. In
2007 the Oregon 74th Legislative Assembly directed DOGAMI to extend
lidar collection efforts throughout the state. Lidar (light detection and
ranging) is a new tool that can provide very precise, accurate, and highresolution images of the surface of the earth, vegetation, and the built
environment. Legislators approved the consortium model for data
collection and data sharing, and provided modest seed money. The
ultimate goal is to provide high-quality lidar coverage for the entire state.
To achieve this goal DOGAMI has formed the Oregon Lidar Consortium
(OLC), which will develop cooperative agreements for the collection of
high-quality lidar that benefits the public at large, the business community,
and agencies at all levels of government.ix Currently, south coast lidar
acquisition (including Port Orford) has been completed. The city has
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recognized the value of this information, and hopes to obtain lidar maps in
the future.
Curry County estimates a high vulnerability to landslide hazards,
meaning more than 10% of the population or regional assets would be
impacted in a landslide event. Additionally, the county estimates a high
probability that landslides will occur, meaning one event is likely to occur
within a 10-year period. Although the city agrees with the county’s
vulnerability estimate, the city believes that its probability of experiencing
landslides within city limits is low.

Tsunami

ft

Port Orford has greater vulnerabilities, however, to landslides that can
occur beyond city limits. Rain-induced landslides and debris flows can
potentially occur during any winter in western Curry County. The
potential exists for landslides to occur along thoroughfares beyond the city.
As such, Port Orford is vulnerable to isolation for an extended period of
time. The implications of extended isolation would be great. The city
relies on ground transportation for almost all goods and resources. With
transportation routes blocked, the city would have to rely on air and sea
transport.

D
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The tsunami hazard annex in the Curry County Multi-Jurisdictional
Natural Hazards Mitigation Plan adequately identifies the causes,
characteristics and previous occurrences of tsunamis for the city of Port
Orford. Port Orford’s location along the Oregon Coast makes it susceptible
to tsunamis from both near shore (following a Cascadia Subduction Zone
earthquake) and distant tsunamis. The extent of the tsunami hazard is
limited to those areas adjacent to the Pacific Ocean that fall within the
tsunami-inundation line. The following map (Figure 11) illustrates the
location of the tsunami hazard. This map was completed by the USGS and
is the official map for implementation of Oregon Revised Statutes (ORS)
455.446 and 455.447, limiting construction of certain critical and essential
facilities in the tsunami inundation zone.
It is difficult to predict the probability of when the next tsunami will occur.
Oregon has experienced 10 tsunamis in the last 135 years with only 3
causing measurable damage. It is estimated that all Cascadia tsunamis
would cause extensive damage, and the last Cascadia Subduction Zone
event occurred about 300 years ago.x Geologists predict a 40% chance that
a Cascadia tsunami will be triggered by a shallow, undersea earthquake
offshore Oregon in the next 50 years. The forecast comes from evidence for
large but infrequent earthquakes and tsunamis that have occurred at the
Oregon coast every 500 years, on average.xi

The Curry County Multi-Jurisdictional Natural Hazards Mitigation Plan
ranked the county’s vulnerability to tsunamis as high, meaning at least
10% of the county’s population or regional assets would be affected in a
tsunami event. The city of Port Orford agrees with this ranking.
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Potential community impacts include deaths, property and infrastructural
damages, and economic difficulties as a result of significantly decreased
tourism activities following a major earthquake/tsunami event. Research
suggests that older populations have special needs during and after a
tsunami. Persons 65 years or older may require assistance in evacuation
due to potential mobility and health issues, a reluctance to evacuate, or
special medical equipment needs at evacuation shelters. Evacuation must
happen very quickly after an earthquake (30 minutes in some places),
which adds to the difficulty of assisting vulnerable population groups.
Roughly 10% of the city’s residents live within the tsunami inundation
zone, but over 35% of those residents are over 65 years of age.xii

ft

Additionally, research shows that renters are much less likely than
homeowners to prepare for catastrophic events. Renters typically have
lower incomes and fewer resources to prepare; preparedness campaigns
may pay less attention to renters; higher turnover rates for renters may
limit their exposure to hazard information; and renters may lack
motivation to invest in mitigation measures for rented property. In the city
of Port Orford, nearly 15% of households in the tsunami-inundation zone
are renter occupied. xiii

D
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The City of Port Orford is aware that the existing tsunami inundation maps
are not accurate and need to be updated. The State of Oregon Department
of Geology and Mineral Industries (DOGAMI) is in the process of
producing new maps for the entire southern Oregon coast, including Port
Orford. These new maps, slated for release in early 2011, will incorporate
the latest technology, information, and data to produce the most accurate
maps available. They will incorporate findings from new digital models
predicting tsunami behavior based on observations of other subduction
zone earthquake activity.
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Figure 11. Tsunami Inundation Zone, Port Orford

Volcano
The Cascade Range of the Pacific Northwest has more than a dozen active
volcanoes. These familiar snow-clad peaks are part of a 1,000 mile-long
chain of mountains which extend from southern British Columbia to
northern California. Cascades volcanoes tend to erupt explosively, and
have occurred at an average rate of 1-2 per century during the last 4,000
years. Future eruptions are certain. Seven Cascades volcanoes have
erupted since the first U.S. Independence Day slightly more than 200 years
ago. Four of those eruptions would have caused considerable property
damage and loss of life had they occurred today without warning. The
most recent events were Mt. St. Helens in Washington (1980-86) and Lassen
Peak in California (1914-1917). The existence, position and recurrent
activity of Cascades volcanoes are generally thought to be related to the
convergence of shifting crustal plates. As population increases in the
Pacific Northwest, areas near volcanoes are being developed and
recreational usage is expanding. As a result more and more people and
property are at risk from volcanic activity.

ra
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To identify the areas that are likely to be affected by future events, prehistoric rock deposits are mapped and studied to learn about the types and
frequency of past eruptions at each volcano. This information helps
scientists to better anticipate future activity at a volcano, and provides a
basis for preparing for the effects of future eruptions through emergency
planning.
Potentially active volcanoes in the Pacific Northwest are shown below in
Figure 12. Figure 13 illustrates the eruptive history of volcanoes in the
Cascade Range.

D

Figure 12. Potentially Active Volcanoes of the Western United Statesxiv
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Figure 13. History of Cascade Eruptionsxv

ra

Mt. St. Helens, a volcano in Washington State, is the most active volcano in
the Cascade Range. Its last major eruption occurred on May 18th, 1980
when a large landslide and powerful explosive eruption created a large
crater, and ended 6 years later after more than a dozen extrusions of lava
built a dome in the crater.xvi Larger, longer lasting eruptions have occurred
in the volcano's past and are likely to occur in the future. Some reports
indicate that ashfall reached Mapleton after the 1980 eruption, but no
supporting documentation has been found.

D

Curry County’s Natural Hazard Mitigation Plan does not address volcano
hazards because immediate volcanic activity does not exist near the
county. The same is true for the city of Port Orford. Cascades volcanoes
have erupted at an average rate of 1-2 per century during the last 4,000
years. As such, the steering committee believes that the probability of
volcanic activity impacting the county and/or city is very low, meaning no
more than one event is likely to occur within a 75-100 year period.
Consequently, the city believes that volcano-related mitigation actions
would not prove cost-effective at this time.
Scientists use wind direction to predict areas that might be affected by
volcanic ash; during an eruption that emits ash, the ash fall deposition is
controlled by the prevailing wind direction. The predominant wind pattern
over the Cascades originates from the west, and previous eruptions seen in
the geologic record have resulted in most ash fall drifting to the east of the
volcanoes. As such, the city’s steering committee estimates a low
vulnerability to volcanic hazards, meaning less than 1% of the population
is likely to be affected by a volcanic event.
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Although Port Orford is unlikely to experience volcanic hazards, the
following damages can occur from ash fall:
Structural damages can result from the weight of ash, especially if it is wet.
Four inches of wet ash may cause buildings to collapse. A half-inch of ash
can impede the movement of most vehicles and disrupt transportation,
communication, and utility systems, and cause problems for human and
animal respiratory systems. It is extremely dangerous for aircraft,
particularly jet planes, as the volcanic ash accelerates wear to critical engine
components, can coat exposed electrical components, and erodes exposed
structures. Ash fall may severely decrease visibility and even cause
darkness, which can further disrupt transportation and other systems.

ra
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Ash fall can severely degrade air quality, triggering health problems. In
areas with considerable ash fall, people with breathing problems might
need additional services from doctors or emergency rooms. In severe
events, an air quality warning, similar to those given on summer problem
air quality days, could be issued. This would, for example, warn people
with breathing problems not to go outside. On roads and streets, ash fall
can create serious traffic problems as well as road damage. Vehicles
moving over even a thin coating of ash can cause great clouds of ash to
swell. This results in grave visibility problems for other drivers, calling for
speed restrictions, and often forcing road closures. It also adds to the
potential for health problems for residents of the area.

D

Extremely wet ash creates very slippery and hazardous road conditions.
Ash filling roadside ditches and culverts can prevent proper drainage and
cause shoulder erosion and road damage. Blocked drainages can also
trigger debris flows or lahars if they cause water to pool on or above
susceptible slopes. Conventional snow removal methods do not work on
dry ash, as they only stir it up and cause it to resettle on the roadway.
When ash is pushed to the side of travel lanes, wind and vehicle movement
continue to cause it to billow.

Wildfire

In February, 2008, Curry County completed a Community Wildfire
Protection Plan (CWPP) that provided structural vulnerability assessments
for the region (including Port Orford), as well a resource and capabilities
assessment, wildfire risk assessment, and structural vulnerability study.
The CWPP also looked at biomass utilization and economic development
opportunities for the county as a whole. The Curry County Natural
Hazards Mitigation Plan incorporated findings from the 2008 CWPP for
the 2010 update. Any references made to the CWPP in Port Orford’s risk
assessment are reflective of information found the Curry County Natural
Hazards Mitigation Plan as well.
The Curry County Multi-Jurisdictional Natural Hazard Mitigation Plan
adequately identifies the causes, characteristics, community impacts and
previous occurrences of wildfire for the city of Port Orford. The Curry
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County Multi-Jurisdictional Natural Hazard Mitigation Plan ranked the
vulnerability of wildfire as high, meaning more than 10% of the
population or regional assets would be impacted by a wildfire event. The
county plan also indicates that the probability of a wildfire is high. This
would mean that at least 1 wildfire event is expected over the next 10
years. The steering committee agreed these scores are representative of
Port Orford as well.
The city’s steering committee believes that Port Orford has not been
directly affected by wildfires. There is, however, the potential every year
for a fire depending on weather conditions. The steering committee stated
that ashfall, depending on prevailing winds, as affected the city during
past fires such as the Biscuit Fire of 2002. The highest risk is in
August/September during the end of the dry season.

Severe Wind Storm

ft

The CWPP shows Port Orford and surrounding areas to be a vulnerable
structure “hot spot,” and a high priority site for fuels reduction. Knapp
Road and Cedar Terrace have a “high” mean risk level and are designated
as priority sites for fuels reduction. Additional community impacts (both
past and potential) are adequately described within the Curry County
Natural Hazard Mitigation Plan.

ra

The wind storm hazard annex in the Curry County Multi-Jurisdictional
Natural Hazard Mitigation Plan adequately identifies the causes,
characteristics, location/extent, and community impacts related to severe
wind storms.

D

Previous wind storm events are well-documented within the Curry County
Natural Hazard Mitigation Plan. Additional events that have occurred in
Port Orford include:


November 2006: Storm with winds measured at 70 mph in Coos,
Curry, and Douglas Counties. Total of $10,000 in damages.xvii



December, 2006: Storm with winds measured at 90 mph. Total of
$225,000 in estimated damages for Coos, Curry, and Douglas
Counties. The storm also impacted Josephine County, leading to a
total storm damage of $300,000. xviii

The Curry County Multi-Jurisdictional Natural Hazard Mitigation Plan
ranked the vulnerability of severe wind storm as high, meaning more than
10% of the population or regional assets would be affected by a severe
winter storm event. The county plan also indicates that the probability of
severe wind storm is high, meaning one incident is likely within a 10 year
period. The Port Orford Steering Committee agrees that these rankings
appropriately describe the city’s risk as well.
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Mission, Goals, & Action Items
The city of Port Orford adopts the following mission and goals for the Port
Orford Addendum.

Mission

The mission of the Port Orford Addendum to the Curry County Natural
Hazards Mitigation Plan is to promote sound public policy and practices
designed to protect citizens, critical facilities, infrastructure, private
property, the environment and delicate ecosystems from natural hazards.
By increasing public awareness, documenting the resources for risk
analysis and reduction and identifying activities to guide the county and
each community in building safer more resilient communities.

Goals

The goal of the Port Orford Addendum to the Curry County Natural
Hazards Mitigation Plan is to protect life and property and reduce the
effects of natural hazards, and establish a more resilient community.

ra
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Protect Life and Property
 Identify high impact areas affected by natural hazards through past
events, to determine future projections.
 Explore and implement activities that assist in protecting lives by
making homes, businesses, infrastructure, critical facilities, and other
property more resistant to natural hazards.
 Provide overall direction for the participating cities, special districts
and residents in planning short and long term goals for mitigation
measures.
 Define risk reduction plans.

D

Public Awareness
 Provide information on preparedness and increase public awareness
of the risks associated with natural hazards.
 Develop public awareness through public education programs.
Natural Systems
 Balance hazard reduction measures with natural resource
management.
 Determine rehabilitative measures to preserve natural systems and
the environment.
Emergency Services
 Ensure mitigation projects and policies for critical facilities, services,
and infrastructure.
 Coordinate natural hazard mitigation activities with emergency
operations plans and procedures.
Partnerships and Implementation
 Establish communication and coordination among public agencies,
citizens, non-profit organizations, businesses, and industry.
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 Coordinate partnerships within public and private sector
organizations to identify, prioritize and implement action items
between local and county governments, to implement mitigation
activities.

Actions

The 2005 Curry County Natural Hazards Mitigation Plan identified two
earthquake/tsunami actions, one winter storm/flood action, two landslide
actions, and three wildfire actions for the city of Port Orford. All 2005
actions were deferred for the 2009 and 2010 updates, and are included in
this addendum as well. Action #1 was previously an earthquake/tsunami
action, and is now multi-hazard. Action #2 combines two of the 2005
education & outreach actions [wildfire & earthquake/tsunami] into one
multi-hazard action. Actions #3 and #4 are new, and were identified in the
2007-09 planning process. Additionally, Port Orford’s 2005 “Severe
Storm/Flood – Long Term #2 Action” has been accomplished and
removed from the list of actions below. That action stated: “Analyze
alternatives for the repair of the dune beach at Garrison Lake.” An
engineered solution took place during the summer/fall of 2007.

ft

Please see the action item worksheets at the end of this addendum for more
specific information regarding their ‘status.’

ra

The following action items are detailed recommendations for activities that
local departments, citizens, and others could engage in to reduce risk.
Action items should be implemented via existing plans & policies when
possible. Implementation opportunities are listed in the action item
worksheets, compiled at the end of this addendum.
Multi-Hazard

D

1. Continue to review city comprehensive plan and zoning ordinance for
the need to update hazard specific section to reflect the latest
information on natural hazards.
2. Continue to implement public education programs regarding natural
hazards.
Earthquake / Tsunami
3. Seek funding to retrofit buildings and/or infrastructure at risk of
damage in a high magnitude earthquake.
Winterstorm / Flood
4. Ensure continued compliance in the National Flood Insurance Program
(NFIP) through enforcement of local floodplain management
ordinances.
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Landslide
5. Identify and map high risk slide areas to create an accurate logistical
assessment.
6. Evaluate current and high hazard slides for prioritization and explore
mitigation possibilities.
Wildfire
7. Through multi-agency coordination, develop an abatement plan for
control of Noxious Weeds, specifically Gorse, Scotch Broom and
Butterfly Brush.
8. Identify and map all roads, private drives, logging trails to increase the
ability of firefighters to locate and gain access to provide services
and/or evacuations.

D
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Note: the City of Port Orford does not believe that implementing drought,
coastal erosion or volcano-related mitigation activities will be cost-effective
at this time. As such, the city has not identified drought, coastal erosion or
volcanic-eruption mitigation action items. Port Orford will partner with
Curry County, however, on the implementation of mitigation strategies
that benefit both jurisdictions.
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Plan Implementation & Maintenance
The city of Port Orford’s city administrator will serve as the convener for
the Port Orford Natural Hazard Mitigation Plan Addendum. The city
administrator will be responsible for convening the plan’s steering
committee on a yearly basis to identify new risk assessment data, review
status of mitigation actions, identify new actions, and seek funding to
implement mitigation actions. The Port Orford Natural Hazard Mitigation
Plan Addendum will be updated every five years in conjunction with the
county’s plan update schedule.

Project Prioritization Process

ft

The Disaster Mitigation Act of 2000 (via the Pre-Disaster Mitigation
Program) requires that jurisdictions identify a process for prioritizing
potential actions. Potential mitigation activities often come from a variety
of sources; therefore the project prioritization process needs to be flexible.
Projects may be identified by committee members, local government staff,
other planning documents, or the risk assessment. Figure 9 illustrates the
project development and prioritization process.

D
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Figure 9: Project Prioritization Process

Source: Community Service Center’s Partnership for Disaster Resilience at the University of
Oregon, 2008.
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Step 1: Examine funding requirements
The steering committee will identify how best to implement individual
actions within the appropriate existing plans, policies, or programs. The
committee will examine the selected funding stream’s requirements to
ensure that the mitigation activity would be eligible through the funding
source. The committee may consult with the funding entity, Oregon
Emergency Management, or other appropriate state or regional
organizations about the project’s eligibility.
Depending on the potential project’s intent and implementation methods,
several funding sources may be appropriate. Examples of mitigation
funding sources include, but are not limited to: FEMA’s Pre-Disaster
Mitigation competitive grant program (PDM), Flood Mitigation Assistance
program (FMA), National Fire Plan (NFP), Community Development Block
Grants (CDBG), local general funds, and private foundations.

ra
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Step 2: Complete risk assessment evaluation
The second step in prioritizing the plan’s action items is to examine which
hazards they are associated with and where these hazards rank in terms of
community risk. The committee will determine whether or not the plan’s
risk assessment supports the implementation of the mitigation activity.
This determination will be based on the location of the potential activity
and the proximity to known hazard areas, historic hazard occurrence,
vulnerable community assets at risk, and the probability of future
occurrence documented in the plan.

D

Step 3: Committee Recommendation
Based on the steps above, the committee will recommend whether or not
the mitigation activity should be moved forward. If the committee decides
to move forward with the action, the coordinating organization designated
on the action item form will be responsible for taking further action and, if
applicable, documenting success upon project completion. The committee
will convene a meeting to review the issues surrounding grant applications
and to share knowledge and/or resources. This process will afford greater
coordination and less competition for limited funds.
The committee and the community’s leadership have the option to
implement any of the action items at any time, (regardless of the
prioritized order). This allows the committee to consider mitigation
strategies as new opportunities arise, such as funding for action items that
may not be of the highest priority. This methodology is used by the
committee to prioritize the plan’s action items during the annual review
and update process.
Step 4: Complete quantitative and qualitative assessment, and economic
analysis
The fourth step is to identify the costs and benefits associated with natural
hazard mitigation strategies, measures or projects. Two categories of
analysis that are used in this step are: (1) benefit/cost analysis, and (2) cost-
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effectiveness analysis. Conducting benefit/cost analysis for a mitigation
activity assists in determining whether a project is worth undertaking now,
in order to avoid disaster-related damages later. Cost-effectiveness
analysis evaluates how best to spend a given amount of money to achieve a
specific goal. Determining the economic feasibility of mitigating natural
hazards provides decision makers with an understanding of the potential
benefits and costs of an activity, as well as a basis upon which to compare
alternative projects. Figure 10 shows decision criteria for selecting the
appropriate method of analysis.

D
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Figure 10: Benefit Cost Decision Criteria

Source: Community Service Center’s Partnership for Disaster Resilience at the University of
Oregon, 2009.

If the activity requires federal funding for a structural project, the
committee will use a Federal Emergency Management Agency-approved
cost-benefit analysis tool to evaluate the appropriateness of the activity. A
project must have a benefit/cost ratio of greater than one in order to be
eligible for FEMA grant funding.
For non-federally funded or nonstructural projects, a qualitative
assessment will be completed to determine the project’s cost effectiveness.
The committee will use a multivariable assessment technique called
STAPLE/E to prioritize these actions. STAPLE/E stands for Social,
Technical, Administrative, Political, Legal, Economic, and Environmental.
Assessing projects based upon these seven variables can help define a
project’s qualitative cost effectiveness. The STAPLE/E technique has been
tailored for use in natural hazard action item prioritization by the
Partnership for Disaster Resilience at the University of Oregon’s
Community Service Center.
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Continued Public Involvement & Participation
The participating jurisdictions are dedicated to involving the public
directly in the continual reshaping and updating of the Port Orford
Natural Hazard Mitigation Plan Addendum. Although members of the
steering committee represent the public to some extent, the public will also
have the opportunity to continue to provide feedback about the plan.
Copies of the Curry County Multi-Jurisdictional Natural Hazards
Mitigation Plan are available in the county’s public libraries. Port Orford’s
Addendum to the county’s plan will also be available for viewing at the
Port Orford community library. Additionally, the county’s multijurisdictional natural hazard mitigation plan has been archived and posted
on the Partnership website via the University of Oregon Libraries’
Scholar’s Bank Digital Archive. Port Orford’s updated addendum will be
included in the archive as well. All copies will include contact information
to facilitate public comment.

D
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The city will hold public meetings regarding the content of Port Orford’s
Addendum when deemed necessary by the city’s steering committee.
Meetings will provide a forum in which the public can be informed about
the plan’s contents. Likewise, public meetings can serve as an opportunity
for the public to express their concerns, opinions, or ideas about the plan.
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#1 Multi-Hazard
Proposed Action Item:
Continue to review city comprehensive plan and zoning
ordinance for the need to update hazard specific section to reflect
the latest information on natural hazards.

Alignment with Plan Goals:
Protect Life and Property
Partnerships and Implementation

Rationale for Proposed Action Item:
Goal 7 requires every local comprehensive plan to include an inventory of natural hazards within the
jurisdiction of the community and to enact plan policies and implementing ordinances to direct
development away from or otherwise safeguard it from the risks posed by future hazard events. Several
other state goals (2, 5, 17 and 18) also contain provisions pertaining to natural hazards. New risk
assessment information continually becomes available. The city believes it is important to update their
Comprehensive Plan as needed to reflect new hazard information.

ft

The goals of mitigation planning closely mirror and advance many of the underlying objectives of sound
land use planning in guiding the current and future development of the community and meeting the
physical, economic, social and environmental interests of its residents. The importance of linking
mitigation and land use planning is recognized in the federal Disaster Mitigation Act of 2000 (DMA2K)
which requires communities to incorporate natural hazard mitigation into existing plans and policies. A
periodic review of the appropriate planning documents to integrate new risk assessment information would
help to integrate natural hazard mitigation into more routine tasks.
Ideas for Implementation:

ra

Review latest vulnerability assessment and policies addressing natural hazards. The city’s vulnerability
assessments highlight earthquakes, landslides, tsunamis, and severe winter storms as the natural hazards
most likely to create severe impacts within the community (in terms of population and/or resources
affected). Implement mitigation actions that depend upon land use plans, policies and regulations to
regulate the design, location, intensity, type and impact of development in hazardous areas.
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Amend comprehensive plans, policies and implementation strategies to reflect future development in
seismic and tsunami hazard areas, if needed. Enact policies and implementing ordinances to direct
development away from hazardous areas.
Coordinating Organization:

Port Orford Planning Department

Internal Partners:
Timeline:

Short Term (0-2 years)

External Partners:
If available, estimated cost:

Long Term (2-4 or more years)
Long-term (ongoing)

Status:
Form Submitted by:

Deferred due to ongoing nature of action. Wording changed to become a
‘multi-hazard’ action (rather than earthquake/tsunami specific).
Port Orford Steering Committee

Oregon Partnership for Disaster Resilience
University of Oregon Community Service Center
Copyright © December 2005

#2 Multi-Hazard
Proposed Action Item:
Continue to implement public education programs regarding
natural hazards.
Rationale for Proposed Action Item:

Alignment with Plan Goals:
Public Awareness

Residents should be particularly aware of earthquake and tsunami hazards. Both of these hazards occur
infrequently, but have the potential to incur catastrophic damages. Particularly vulnerable residents
include elderly populations (i.e., 65 years of age or older). Roughly 10% of the city’s residents live within
the tsunami inundation zone, but over 35% of those residents are over 65 years of age. Education &
outreach to this population (and/or preemptive preparedness measures) should be a high priority among
outreach efforts. Additionally, nearly 15% of households in the tsunami-inundation zone are renter
occupied. Renters typically have lower incomes and fewer resources, and are less likely to invest in
mitigation measures for rented property. Likewise, preparedness campaigns typically pay less attention to
renters. This is a big vulnerability within the community that should be mitigated via education &
outreach programs.
Port Orford is also vulnerable to coastal erosion, landslides, and severe winter storms. Educating residents
about protective measures and/or mitigation activities can increase the community’s resilience (and also
reduce the community’s post-disaster related costs).
Ideas for Implementation:
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To increase natural hazard mitigation and emergency preparedness in a community, residents must be
aware of the risk and know what they should do before and after the disaster occurs. Outreach and
awareness campaigns need to be carefully organized and developed to ensure that residents receive critical
information.
• Educate residents and tourists about the earthquake and tsunami risks. Post information in well-traveled
areas, including restaurants, hotels, parks, and campgrounds.
• Continue wildfire education & outreach activities during wildfire season (fall). Reference Curry
County’s Natural Hazards Mitigation Plan for a comprehensive list of outreach activities.
• Target tsunami education & outreach to the following populations residing in the tsunami-inundation
zone: persons 65 years of age and older; singer-mother households; and renters.
• Develop education & outreach activities to occur during earthquake awareness month (April).
• Assess the placement of tsunami warning signs throughout the coastal communities and Highway 101
corridor.
• Provide fire safety and fire prevention information pamphlets in easy to read and understandable
formats.
• Target areas frequented by tourists such as motels, RV parks, community and state parks, restaurants,
real estate offices, and chamber of commerce for local cities. Provide these areas with kiosks for display
of information if necessary.
• Establish weekly fire prevention articles in local print media during fire season.
Fire Department / Rural Fire District
Coordinating Organization:
Internal Partners:

External Partners:
Area Agency on Aging, Curry County Extension Office
If available, estimated cost:

Timeline:
Short Term (0-2 years)

Long Term (2-4 or more years)
Long term (ongoing)

Status:
Form Submitted by:

Deferred due to the ongoing nature of the action. Action is combining two
education & outreach actions [wildfire & earthquake/tsunami] from previous
plan to be ‘multi-hazard’ instead.
Port Orford Steering Committee

Oregon Partnership for Disaster Resilience
University of Oregon Community Service Center
Copyright © December 2005

#3 Earthquake
Proposed Action Item:
Seek funding to retrofit buildings and/or infrastructure at risk of
damage in a high magnitude earthquake.

Alignment with Plan Goals:
Protect Life and Property

Rationale for Proposed Action Item:
From 2005-2007, under the direction of Oregon Senate Bill 2, DOGAMI completed a statewide seismic
needs assessment that surveyed K-12 public school buildings, hospital buildings with acute inpatient care
facilities, fire stations, police stations, sheriff’s offices and other law enforcement agency buildings. The
needs assessment consisted of rapid visual screenings (RVS). RVS results were grouped into categories
by risk of probable damage in a high magnitude earthquake. Within the city, the following buildings were
listed at “high” risk of probable damage in a high magnitude event: Driftwood Elementary, and Port
Orford Police Department, Rural Fire District and City Services.
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Additionally, The city’s steering committee identified the following potential earthquake-related impacts
within the city of Port Orford:
• The potential disruption or destruction of water pumps and intakes. This could endanger and limit
the water supply for the city and residents.
• Damages to bridges in the area. The Highway 101 Bridge over Mill Creek is a vital connection to
communities north of Port Orford, and could be at risk of collapse. Additionally, the city’s water
and sewer connection run underneath the Highway 101 Bridge. An earthquake could damage the
pipes, causing them to spill wastewater into Mill Creek.
• Damage to the Port Basin. The Port Boat Basin, the economic heart of the community, is
constructed on fill which could result in liquefaction.
• Damage to buildings and infrastructure within Port Orford. A majority of the city is built on fill
and will likely experience liquefaction during a Cascadia event.
• Transportation interruptions. Isolation from other cities is a factor if an earthquake cut off access to
Highway 101 north or south. The Curry County Plan Mitigation Plan addresses the isolation risk
due to transportation system damages.
Ideas for Implementation:
Further assess structures that were identified in DOGAMI’s Seismic Needs Assessment as having a ‘high’
risk of collapse. Prioritize buildings for seismic retrofit and coordinate with OEM seismic grants
coordinator to apply for funding.
Coordinating Organization:

Port Orford Public Works Department

Internal Partners:
Port Orford Planning Department
Timeline:
Short Term (0-2 years)

External Partners:
Curry County Planning Department
If available, estimated cost:

Long Term (2-4 or more years)
3-5 years (and ongoing)

Status:

New Action, 2009

Form Submitted by:

Port Orford Steering Committee

Oregon Partnership for Disaster Resilience
University of Oregon Community Service Center
Copyright © December 2005

#4 Flood
Proposed Action Item:
Ensure continued compliance in the National Flood Insurance
Program (NFIP) through enforcement of local floodplain
management ordinances.

Alignment with Plan Goals:
Public Awareness
Partnerships and Implementation

Rationale for Proposed Action Item:
The National Flood Insurance Program provides communities with federally backed flood insurance to
homeowners, renters, and business owners, provided that communities develop and enforce adequate
floodplain management ordinances. The benefits of adopting NFIP standards for communities are a
reduced level of flood damage in the community and stronger buildings that can withstand floods.
According to the NFIP, buildings constructed in compliance with NFIP building standards suffer
approximately 80 percent less damage annually than those not built in compliance.

Ideas for Implementation:
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The Disaster Mitigation Act of 2000 requires communities to identify mitigation actions that address new
and existing buildings and infrastructure [201.6(c)(3)(ii)]. Continued participation in the NFIP will help
reduce the level of flood damage to new and existing buildings in communities while providing
homeowners, renters and business owners additional flood insurance protection.
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• Community Assistance Visits (CAV) are scheduled visits to communities participating in the NFIP for
the purpose of: 1) conducting a comprehensive assessment of the community's floodplain management
program; 2) assisting the community and its staff in understanding the NFIP and its requirements; and 3)
assisting the community in implementing effective flood loss reduction measures when program
deficiencies or violations are discovered. Actively participate with DLCD and FEMA during
Community Assistance Visits.
• Conduct an assessment of the floodplain ordinances to ensure they reflect current flood hazards and
situations, and meet NFIP requirements.
• Coordinate with the county to ensure that floodplain ordinances and NFIP regulations are maintained
and enforced.
• Consider participating in the National Flood Insurance Program’s Community Rating System (CRS).
CRS is a voluntary incentive program that recognizes and encourages community floodplain
management activities that exceed the minimum NFIP requirements.
• Mitigate areas that are prone to flooding and/or have the potential to flood. These areas include houses
around Garrison Lake and Mill Creek; the Arizona Street Bridge, and an archaeological site within
Tseriadun State Park.
Port Orford Planning Department
Coordinating Organization:
Internal Partners:

External Partners:
FEMA, DLCD, OEM
If available, estimated cost:

Timeline:
Short Term (0-2 years)

Long Term (2-4 or more years)
Ongoing

Status:

New Action, 2009

Form Submitted by:

Port Orford Steering Committee

Oregon Partnership for Disaster Resilience
University of Oregon Community Service Center
Copyright © December 2005

#5 Landslide
Proposed Action Item:
Identify and map high risk slide areas to create an accurate
logistical assessment.

Alignment with Plan Goals:
Protect Life and Property

Rationale for Proposed Action Item:
The Port Orford Steering Committee believes that the city’s vulnerability to landslide events is high,
meaning more than 10% of the population or regional assets would be impacted by a landslide event.
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The city of Port Orford does not keep records of previous landslides, or maps indicating the location or
extent of landslides within city limits. In 2007 the Oregon 74th Legislative Assembly directed DOGAMI
to extend lidar collection efforts throughout the state. Lidar (light detection and ranging) is a new tool that
can provide very precise, accurate, and high-resolution images of the surface of the earth, vegetation, and
the built environment. Legislators approved the consortium model for data collection and data sharing,
and provided modest seed money. The ultimate goal is to provide high-quality lidar coverage for the
entire state. To achieve this goal DOGAMI has formed the Oregon Lidar Consortium (OLC), which will
develop cooperative agreements for the collection of high-quality lidar that benefits the public at large, the
business community, and agencies at all levels of government. Currently, south coast lidar acquisition
(including Port Orford) has been completed. The city has recognized the value of this information, and
hopes to obtain lidar maps in the future.
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The Disaster Mitigation Act of 2000 requires that communities identify actions and projects that reduce
the impact of a natural hazard on the community, particularly to new and existing buildings and
infrastructure [201.6(c)(3)(ii)]. Obtaining lidar collection data from DOGAMI will help in understanding
areas and landforms susceptible to landslide events to protect new and existing buildings, and
infrastructure.
Ideas for Implementation:

D

Contact DOGAMI about obtaining lidar data. DOGAMI is additionally available to talk to groups of
potential users to show them the data and explain its uses. The lidar will be available without license
restrictions in standard USGS quadrangles, with a nominal charge for each quadrangle. DOGAMI is
happy to work with small communities to develop map products that they can use if they do not have GIS.
Coordinating Organization:

Port Orford Planning Department

Internal Partners:
Timeline:
Short Term (0-2 years)
<1 year once initiated

External Partners:
DOGAMI, ODOT, private industry (logging)
If available, estimated cost:

Long Term (2-4 or more years)

Status:

Deferred due to lack of funding, a coordinating organization, and staff time.

Form Submitted by:

Port Orford Steering Committee
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Copyright © December 2005

#6 Landslide
Proposed Action Item:
Evaluate current and high hazard slides for prioritization and
explore mitigation possibilities.

Alignment with Plan Goals:
Protect Life and Property
Natural Systems

Rationale for Proposed Action Item:
The Port Orford Steering Committee believes that the city’s vulnerability to landslide events is high,
meaning more than 10% of the population or regional assets would be impacted by a landslide event.
The Disaster Mitigation Act of 2000 requires that communities identify actions and projects that reduce
the impact of a natural hazard on the community, particularly to new and existing buildings and
infrastructure [201.6(c)(3)(ii)]. Mitigating high hazard slides will assist Port Orford in reducing the
potential impact of landslide events on the community.
Ideas for Implementation:
This action is partially dependent upon the city’s ability to identify and map high risk slide areas (or to
obtain this information from DOGAMI).

ra
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• Explore ditching possibilities in high impact areas where reoccurring slides create a continual hazard to
residents and roadways.
• Reassess geo-hazard areas for stabilization priorities and possibilities.
• Explore funding sources for required equipment for repair of slide damage.
Coordinating Organization:
Internal Partners:

External Partners:
ODOT, Private Industry (logging)
If available, estimated cost:

Timeline:

Long Term (2-4 or more years)

D

Short Term (0-2 years)

Port Orford Public Works Department

2-4 years

Status:

Deferred due to lack of funding, a coordinating organization, and staff time.

Form Submitted by:

Port Orford Steering Committee
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#7 Wildfire
Proposed Action Item:
Through multi-agency coordination, develop an abatement plan
for control of Noxious Weeds, specifically Gorse, Scotch Broom
and Butterfly Brush.

Alignment with Plan Goals:
Protect Life and Property
Emergency Services

Rationale for Proposed Action Item:
The CWPP shows Port Orford and surrounding areas to be a vulnerable structure “hot spot,” and a high
priority site for fuels reduction. Knapp Road and Cedar Terrace have a “high” mean risk level and are
designated as priority sites for fuels reduction.
Gorse grows well in shady slopes with high soil moisture and good drainage. As a result this spiny
evergreen shrub thrives in southwest Oregon. Dense and stiff, forming impenetrable thickets, vigorous
stands grow outward, crowing out all other vegetation and forming a center of dry dead vegetation. This,
in combination with the oil content of the plant, presents a major fire hazard. (Curry County NHMP)
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Gorse seeds are extremely persistent in the soil. Water-impermeable seed coats allow them to remain
viable in the soil for 25 to 40 years, creating a very sizable seed bank. Fire, soil disturbance, and/or soil
moisture can stimulate germination. Gorse is extremely competitive, displacing cultivated and native
plants, and impoverishing the soil. It creates an extreme fire hazard due to its oily, highly flammable
foliage and seeds, and abundant dead material in the plant’s center. It not only increases the risk of fire,
but also produces a hotter fire than most weeds. (Curry County NHMP)
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The Disaster Mitigation Act of 2000 requires communities to identify mitigation actions that reduce the
effects of hazards on a new and existing buildings and infrastructure [201.6(c)(3)(ii)]. This action item will
address the effect of noxious weeds (especially gorse) in the cause & continuation of wildfire hazards.
Ideas for Implementation:
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• Develop a map of gorse infested areas to be targeted.
• Collaboratively determine the best strategy for controlling the spread of gorse.
• Seek funding to replace cutters that can no longer be repaired due to age and the unavailability of
replacement parts for use to cut back noxious weeds.
• Explore funding options to procure herbicides for noxious weed mitigation.
Coordinating Organization:

Fire Department (with significant assistance from external partners)

Internal Partners:
Timeline:

Short Term (0-2 years)
1-2 years for plan.
Abatement, ongoing.

External Partners:
Curry Wildfire Protection Team
If available, estimated cost:

Long Term (2-4 or more years)

Status:

Deferred due to lack of funding, a coordinating organization, and staff time.

Form Submitted by:

Port Orford Steering Committee
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#8 Wildfire
Proposed Action Item:
Identify and map all roads, private drives, logging trails to
increase the ability of firefighters to locate and gain access to
provide services and/or evacuations.

Alignment with Plan Goals:
Protect Life and Property
Emergency Services

Rationale for Proposed Action Item:
Oregon has had a long history of fire in the undeveloped wildlands and in the wildland/urban interface. In
recent years, the cost of fire prevention and suppression has risen dramatically. Urban growth has placed
more homes and businesses under the threat of fire and put more firefighters at risk, while increasing
economic strain has reduced the fire protection capability in wildland areas.

Explore fire agencies using GPS for pre arrival response planning and mapping.
Seek funding for countywide GPS for mapping purposes.
Partner with logging companies to compare road and trail maps.
Create current road and trail maps of region.
Share information gained through this process with all county emergency response agencies, 9-1-1
PSAP and secondary PSAP’s, and emergency medical responders.

D

•
•
•
•
•

ra
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Wildfire has an obvious effect on development, but development can also play an influencing role in
wildfire. Owners often prefer homes that are private, have scenic views, are nestled in vegetation, and use
natural materials. In Curry County, these private locations may be far from public roads and hidden by
long curving driveways and stands of trees. Many homeowners or renters in rural areas also neglect or
outright refuse to properly identify their driveways, private lanes, or even their mailboxes in an attempt to
preserve their privacy. The infrequent identification of rural roads, combined with unmarked private
accesses, can make it nearly impossible for response crews to properly locate the source of a fire before it
grows to dangerous proportions. In the instance of a large fire requiring interagency cooperation, support
crews from out of the area can quickly become confused without these vital points of reference. The
natural topography of Southwestern Oregon and Northwestern California, the inconsistency of rural route
identification, and the ever-expanding development into areas with limited accessibility make location and
evacuation of residents a daunting task under any circumstances, all but impossible in an emergency.
Ideas for Implementation:

Coordinating Organization:

Fire Department (with significant assistance from external partners)

Internal Partners:
Port Orford Planning Department

Timeline:
Short Term (0-2 years)
2 years and ongoing

External Partners:
Coos Forest Protective Association, U.S. Forest Service,
Industrial Partners (logging companies), BLM, Curry
Wildfire Protection Team, Curry County Planning
Department, ODOT
If available, estimated cost:

Long Term (2-4 or more years)

Status:

Deferred due to lack of funding, a coordinating organization, and staff time.

Form Submitted by:

Port Orford Steering Committee

Oregon Partnership for Disaster Resilience
University of Oregon Community Service Center
Copyright © December 2005
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Appendix A: Planning & Public Process

Memo
To:

Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA)

From:

City of Port Orford

Date:

September 3, 2010

Re:

Plan Update Changes to the 2009 City of Port Orford Addendum to the Curry
County Natural Hazards Mitigation Plan

Purpose

ft

This memo describes the changes made to the City of Port Orford Addendum to the Curry County
Natural Hazards Mitigation Plan (NHMP) during the 2010 plan update process. Major changes are
documented by plan section.

Background

ra

Between 2007 and 2009, the City of Port Orford updated its natural hazard mitigation plan addendum to
Curry County’s Multi-jurisdictional Natural Hazards Mitigation Plan (NHMP). The city’s plan was
reviewed by FEMA in September, 2009, and locally adopted on October 15, 2009. Between February and
June of 2010, Curry County updated its multi-jurisdictional natural hazards mitigation plan. Because Port
Orford’s addendum is part of the Curry County NHMP, it is bound to the county’s dates of approval. As
such, the City of Port Orford updated its addendum to the county’s NHMP again in August 2010.
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The Port Orford Steering Committee led the city’s local plan update process and held a plan update
meeting on August 19, 2010 where they reviewed the addendum’s community overview, risk assessment,
mission and goals, and action items. Changes made to Port Orford’s addendum are documented and
summarized in this memo, and are categorized by plan section. Portions of the plan that have not changed
significantly are not included in this memo.

Community Overview

The Steering Committee made the following changes to the community overview
1) Under “Critical Infrastructure” added impoundment dam, water treatment plant, and Southern
Coos General Hospital as additional critical infrastructure.

Risk Assessment

The Steering Committee made the following changes to the risk assessment to ensure the addendum
is consistent with the Curry County NHMP:
1) Earthquake—second paragraph. The estimate of probability has been changed by DOGAMI,
and is now a 40% chance of occurrence within the next 50 years.

The Oregon Partnership for Disaster Resilience
Community Service Center • 1209 University of Oregon
Eugene • Oregon • 97403-1209 Phone: 541.346.7350 • Fax: 541.346.2040
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2) The following language was added to earthquake impacts: If transportation routes are blocked, the
City would have to rely on air and sea transport. Air transport, other than rotary wing craft is not a viable
option due to the number of bridges between the City and the nearest suitable landing site which is Cape Blanco
airport. Sea transport using small boats may be possible; depending upon how much damage is sustained at the
Port of Port Orford during the event.
3) A paragraph describing how the City of Port Orford’s tsunami inundation maps are not
accurate, and that updated maps using newer elevation data will be produced and released by
DOGAMI within the next year, was added. Port Orford eagerly awaits these maps so that
proper evacuation planning can be accomplished.
4) New flood maps and updated National Flood Insurance Program and repetitive flood loss
information was added to the flood hazard risk assessment.
5) Severe Winter Storm hazard title was changed to read “Severe Wind Storm” to be consistent
with the Curry County NHMP.

Mission and Goals

ft

6) Probability and vulnerability estimates were updated for the coastal erosion, flood, and
wildfire hazards to be consistent with the Curry County NHMP.

Action Items

ra

Port Orford Steering Committee reaffirmed the mission and goals within the existing addendum. No
changes were made to them.

D

On August 19, 2010 the City of Port Orford Steering Committee reviewed the action items found in
the City of Port Orford Addendum. No actions items have been completed due to the short
timeframe from original addendum adoption and the 2010 update. Several action items are in
process, especially in reference to Wildfire. Curry County has a Curry Wildfire Preparation Team
established. The City of Port Orford is represented on that team, and participates fully with it.
Several actions have been started, and are on-going.

The Oregon Partnership for Disaster Resilience
Community Service Center • 1209 University of Oregon
Eugene • Oregon • 97403-1209 Phone: 541.346.7350 • Fax: 541.346.2040
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Meeting: Port Orford Addendum Plan Update Meeting
Date:
August 19, 2010
Location: Port Orford City Hall

AGENDA
1. Welcome
2. Risk Assessment Review
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5. Next Steps

ra

4. Review Action Items
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3. Review Mission and Goals

MEMO
To: Oregon Partnership for Disaster Resilience
From: Michael Scharenbroich, RARE Participant, Oregon South Coast
Date: Feb 12th, 2008
Subject: Public Involvement Strategies
Purpose:

Strategies:

ra
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The purpose of public involvement in the natural hazard mitigation planning process is
twofold; first engaging the public helps to raise awareness about natural hazard
preparedness, response, and mitigation. Secondly, citizen involvement provides the
planning process with information and public perceptions and concerns. Building
connection between public organizations and individuals also helps to develop
community engagement, and to facilitate progress in future ventures.
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Stakeholder Interviews
Stakeholder interviews are a community involvement method that can be used to gain
input from a variety of members in the community who might not normally be involved
in the planning process. Stakeholder interviews are typically done either in person or on
the phone.
It is important to select a variety of stakeholders who can represent both public and
private interests, have expertise in natural hazard issues, or have the authority to assist
with implementing the plan. The following are examples of stakeholders:
• Local utilities;
• Large private landowners;
• Watershed councils;
• Appropriate regional, state, tribal and federal representatives;
• Colleges and universities;
• Fire chiefs;
• Regional planning or governing bodies; and
• Chambers of Commerce.

The objective of the interview is to gain information from general and specific questions
relating to the community. The information will then be anecdotally analyzed and
documented as public participation. Interview questions are structured but not limited to
the following:
• General Questions
From your organization’s perspective, what hazard(s) pose the
greatest threat to the community and why?



Does your organization maintain information or data on the impact
of previous disasters?



What role can your organization play in reducing risk in your
community?



Does your organization have any plans or policies that might be
used to implement natural hazard risk reduction activities?



What agencies or organizations in the community or the region do
you think should be involved in risk reduction activities in this
community?

Questions related to community vulnerability


Population

Are there certain populations within the community that
might be at greater risk?

ra

•
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•



What organizations in the community provide services to
special populations in the community?

•

Where is future population growth likely to occur and are
these areas in high hazard zones?

Economic Assets
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•



•

Which businesses would be significantly impacted by the
temporary loss of utilities?

•

Which businesses or organizations are dependent on their
location and which are capable of relocating?

Cultural and historic
•



Critical Facilities and Infrastructure
•



Are cultural or historic resources that are important to the
community?
What critical facilities and infrastructure does your
community rely on to function?

Natural resources
•

Where are the significant environmental resources in your
area?

•


Are there any environmental assets that, if lost or damaged,
could have significant long-term economic impacts?

Land use and development
•

Are there existing developments in high hazard zones?

•

What are current and future development trends?

Local media
The local media (radio, tv, and newspaper) can be used either through press releases or
buying advertisements. Targeted newspapers in Coos, Curry, and Douglas counties
include Bandon Western World, The World (Coos Bay/North Bend), Curry County Pilot,
Umpqua Post.
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Flyers in Community Locations
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Newspapers are effective because of their circulation and availability to many residents. I
have written a press release and public involvement request that was published in
newspapers the last week in January.

Possible strategies involve posting flyers and posters at community gathering spots, such
as post offices, libraries and grocery stores. These have local appeal due to their
distribution. The public can view the posters/flyers on many occasions during daily
activities. These posters can be educational, idea requests, or meeting dates.
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Community Events

There are unique events in the counties throughout the year. These are important because
they can be an opportunity to answer questions and have one-on-one conversations. They
are also important to distributing information and education outreach materials.
An informational booth can be set up at festivals during the year.
Coos County - February: Charleston Merchant's Annual Crabfeed. March: Oregon
Dune Musher's Annual Mail Run; South Coast Dixieland Clambake & Jazz Festival.
May: Mother's Day Rhododendron Sunday at Shore Acres State Park. June: Gay 90's
Celebration in Coquille; Father's Day Rose Sunday at Shore Acres State Park. July:
White Cedar Days Celebration at Powers; Oregon Coast Music Festival. August:
Kiwanis Salmon Bake at Bastendorff Beach Park; Coos County Fair at Myrtle Point;
Charleston Annual Seafood Festival. September: Neil Donegan Drag Boat Races at
Tenmile County Park; Bandon Cranberry Festival; Bay Area Fun Festival; Annual
Prefontaine Memorial 10K Run. November: November thru May - Whale and Storm
Watching. December: Annual Holiday Lights and Open House at Shore Acres State Park

Curry County – July 17-20: Curry County Fair, July: Southern Oregon Kite Festival,
4th of July Jubilee in Port Orford, Festival of the Arts in Brookings.
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As of Feb 21, 2008 – No event has been scheduled for a hazard mitigation booth
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Region 1: Oregon Coast
Household Natural Hazards
Preparedness Survey

D
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Survey Report for:

Clatsop County, Oregon
Tillamook County, Oregon
Lincoln County, Oregon
Lane County, Oregon
Douglas County, Oregon
Coos County, Oregon
Curry County, Oregon

Prepared by:
Oregon Partnership for Disaster
Resilience
Community Service Center
1209 University of Oregon
Eugene, OR 97403-1209
Phone: 541.346.3588
Fax: 541.346.2040
Email: kristam@uoregon.edu
http://www.oregonshowcase.org
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Region 1: Oregon Coast Household Natural Hazards Preparedness Survey

Natural Hazard
Household Preparedness Survey
The Oregon Partnership for Disaster Resilience (Partnership, OPDR) is a
coalition of public, private, and professional organizations working
collectively toward the mission of creating a disaster resilient and
sustainable state. The Partnership is recognized by the Institute for Business
& Home Safety (IBHS) as a Showcase State for Disaster Resilience.
Developed and coordinated by the Community Service Center (CSC) at the
University of Oregon the Partnership employs a service learning model to
increase community capacity and enhance disaster safety and resilience
statewide.
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The Partnership's current planning initiatives cover over two-thirds of the
geographic area of Oregon. It is working with Central Oregon, Southeast
Oregon, Northeast Oregon, and the Oregon Coast through Pre-Disaster
Mitigation Planning Grants to support staff in developing local natural
hazard mitigation plans. CSC staff serve as the lead project coordinator
providing plan development support, technical resources, and a proven
planning process / framework for each county.
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As part of the PDM Program, OPDR is assisting the Coastal region of
Oregon with the citizen involvement components of the natural hazard
mitigation planning process. Citizen involvement is a key component in
the natural hazard mitigation planning process. Citizens have the
opportunity to voice their ideas, interests and concerns about the impact of
natural disasters on their communities. To that end, the Disaster Mitigation
Act of 20001 requires citizen involvement in the natural hazard mitigation
planning process. It states:
“An open public involvement process is essential to the
development of an effective plan. In order to develop a more
comprehensive approach to reducing the effects of natural
disasters, the planning process shall include:
1. An opportunity for the public to comment on the plan during
the drafting stage and prior to plan approval.
2. An opportunity for neighboring communities, local and
regional agencies involved in hazard mitigation activities, and

1

National Archives and Records Administration. 2002. Federal Emergency Management Agency 44
CFR Parts 201 and 206 Hazard Mitigation Planning and Hazard Mitigation Grant Program; Interim
Final Rule in Federal Register.
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agencies that have the authority to regulate development, as
well as businesses, academia and other private and non-profit
interests to be involved in the planning process.”
The benefits of citizen involvement, according to Bierle2, include the
following: (1) educate and inform public; (2) incorporate public values into
decision making; (3) improve substantially the quality of decisions; (4)
increase trust in institutions; (5) reduce conflict; and (6) ensure cost
effectiveness. To gather public input into the planning process, OPDR
administered a survey to randomly selected households.
This report summarizes the results of the Oregon Coast Household Natural
Hazards Preparedness Survey. The survey helps the counties of the Coastal
region - Clatsop, Tillamook, Lincoln, Lane (only coastal portion), Douglas
(only coastal portion), Coos, and Curry Counties - realize Bierle’s five
benefits of citizen involvement in the natural hazard mitigation planning
process.

Methodology

D
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To conduct the household survey, OPDR used a modified version of a
survey administered statewide in 2002. The purpose of the 2002 survey
was to better understand the perceptions of risk to natural hazards held by
citizens, as well as the level of preparedness and types of risk reduction
activities in which citizens have engaged. The primary goal of the 2002
survey was to gauge the overall perception of natural disasters and
determine a baseline level of loss reduction activity for residents in the
community. OPDR adapted the statewide survey to include questions
about citizens’ support for different types of community planning actions.
Planning actions mentioned included protecting critical facilities,
disclosing natural hazard risks during real estate transactions, and the use
of tax dollars to compensate land owners for not developing in hazardous
areas.
This survey was sent to 1200 households in the Coastal region, which
includes: Clatsop, Tillamook, Lincoln, Lane (only coastal portion), Douglas
(only coastal portion), Coos, and Curry Counties. The households were
randomly selected and population weighted based on registered voter lists
provided to OPDR by each of the counties.
The mailing contained a cover letter, the survey instrument, and a postagepaid return envelope. Completed surveys were returned to OPDR at the
University of Oregon. A second postcard was sent to remind households
to send in the survey or to access an online version of the survey. OPDR
received 206 valid responses from the mailed survey, for a 20% response

2

Bierle, T. 1999. “Using social goals to evaluate public participation in environmental decisions.” Policy
Studies Review. 16(3/4) ,75-103.
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rate. (Only 1034 of the 1200 addresses were valid addresses.) Only two
people completed the online version of the survey; therefore, these
responses were not analyzed because of the very low sample size.

Limitations
The study identifies key issues about how members of Coastal Oregon
communities perceive their risk to natural hazards, providing a snapshot of
those perceptions at a single point in time. As such, survey responses may
reflect external issues, such as heightened concern about terrorism or the
current state of the economy. This study was not intended to be
representative of the perceptions of all residents, and cannot be generalized
to the public.

Organization of Report
The survey results are organized into the following sections:
Characteristics of Survey Respondents: This section reports
information about respondent characteristics including: educational
attainment, age, and length of time as an Oregon resident.

ft

Perception of Risk: This section identifies the general level of
concern over natural hazards risk.

ra

Household Preparedness and Risk Reduction: This section
describes the types of structural and nonstructural measures that are
being implemented by survey respondents, and the types of
resources or programs that might increase risk reduction activities.
Community Natural Hazard Preparedness: This section describes
citizens’ priorities for planning for natural hazards and the
community-wide strategies respondents support.

D

Written Responses to Open-Ended Questions: This section includes
summarizes the responses of the open-ended questions and
comments.

Section II. Characteristics of Survey
Respondents
Demographic survey questions provide a statistical overview of the
characteristics of the respondents. This section of the survey asked
respondents about their age and gender, their level of education, and how
long they have lived in Oregon. The survey also included questions
regarding respondents’ present housing.
There were 206 individuals who responded to the survey, giving the
survey a 20% response rate. Of the seven counties the survey was mailed
to, the majority of surveys (31%) returned came from residents of Coos
County (Table 1). This is not surprising as Coos County has the greatest
number of residents in the region with 62,905 of the total region residents
(PSU population estimate). It is difficult to know the exact number of
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residents living in the region as only part of Lane and Douglas counties are
included in the coastal region. If all of Lane and Douglas counties are
included in the resident total, the region would contain 634,920 (2006
Region 1:Profile and Risk Assessment, OPDR).
Zip codes provide a more specific location of the survey respondents than
the county level data. Of the 37 different zip codes indicated, the most
respondents live in the 97103 zip code (Astoria) (Table 2).

Table 1. Per County Sample Distribution
and Survey Response

ft

County
Coos
Lincoln
Clatsop
Tillamook
Lane
Curry
Douglas

Sample
Survey
Distribution Responses
30%
31%
21%
19%
17%
17%
12%
12%
7%
9%
10%
9%
3%
3%

Source: Household Natural Hazards Preparedness Survey,
Oregon Partnership for Disaster Resilience, (Nov. 2007).

ra

Table 2. Percent of Surveys
by Zipcode
City
Astoria
Coos Bay
Florence
North Bend
Brookings
Coquille
Newport
Tillamook

D

Zip Code
97103
17420
97439
97459
97415
97423
97365
97141
Other

Percent
17.2
11.8
8.3
6.9
6.4
5.4
4.9
4.4
34.7

Source: Household Natural Hazards Preparedness Survey,
Oregon Partnership for Disaster Resilience, (Nov. 2007).
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Age and Gender
Figure 1 compares the ages of survey respondents to the 2000 U.S. Census.
This shows that younger people were underrepresented while older people
were overrepresented in the sample. Women accounted for 58% of survey
respondents.

Figure 1. Percentage of Coastal Oregon Population and Survey
Respondents by Age Category (persons 18 and over)
60%
50%
40%
30%

10%
0%
<18

18-24

ft

20%

25-44

65+

Region

ra

Survey

45-64

D

Source: U.S. Census Bureau: www.census.gov (2000) and Household Natural Hazards
Preparedness Survey, Oregon Partnership for Disaster Resilience, (Nov. 2007).
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Level of Education
In general, survey respondents were relatively well educated. Figure 2
compares the level of education of survey respondents with the 2000 U.S.
Census for the region. About 80% of survey respondents have attended
some college or gone to a trade school, obtained a college degree, or have a
postgraduate degree. In contrast, figures from the Census show that
approximately 50% of Coastal residents have achieved this level of
educational attainment. Survey respondents were much more likely to
have completed a higher educational level than the overall population of
the Coastal region.

Figure 2. Level of Education of Coastal Oregon Population and
Survey Respondents
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40%
35%
30%
25%
20%
15%
10%
5%
0%

Survey Respondents

Coastal Region

Source: U.S. Census Bureau: www.census.gov (2000) and Household Natural Hazards
Preparedness Survey, Oregon Partnership for Disaster Preparedness, (Nov. 2007)
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Oregon Residency
Approximately 70% percent of survey respondents have lived in Oregon
for 20 years or more (see Figure 3). Respondents who have lived in Oregon
for fewer than 20 years have most commonly moved from California (17%).

Figure 3. Length of Time Survey Respondents Have Lived in
Oregon

20 years or more

10-19 years

5-9 years

ft

1-5 years

ra

Less than 1 year
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

Percent of Respondents

D

Source: Household Natural Hazards Preparedness Survey, Oregon Partnership for Disaster
Resilience, (Nov. 2007)

Housing Characteristics

Housing characteristics are important variables in creating effective
education and outreach programs. Knowledge of the percentage of
homeowners in a community can help target the programs. Homeowners
might be more willing to invest time and money in making their homes
more disaster resilient. The majority of survey respondents own their own
home (88%). Almost 79% of survey respondents live in single-family
homes, 11% live in manufactured homes, 3% in apartments of 5 or more
units, 2% live in duplexes, and less than 0.5% live in
condominiums/townhomes or apartments with 3-4 units. In addition, 79%
said they have access to the internet.
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Section III. Perception of Risk
It is helpful to understand community members’ experiences and their
perceptions of risk to natural hazards to make informed decisions about
natural hazard risk reduction activities. The survey asked respondents
about their level of concern for specific hazards in the Coastal region. The
primary objective of this question was to create a “natural hazard profile”
of respondents to better understand how Coastal residents perceive natural
hazards.
The survey asked respondents to rank their personal level of concern for
specific natural disasters affecting their community (Table 3). The results
show that respondents were most concerned about windstorm,
earthquake, severe winter storm and household fire. The respondents are
least concerned about volcanic eruptions and dust storm. Figure 5 shows
the percent of respondents that identified their level of concern as either
“Very Concerned” or “Somewhat Concerned”.

Drought

Very
Concerned

Somewhat
Concerned

Neither
Concerned
nor
Unconcerned

ra

Natural Disaster

ft

Table 3. Survey Respondents’ Level of Concern Regarding Natural
Hazards in the Coastal Region

Not Very
Concerned

Not
Concerned

5.9%

13.7%

18.1%

22.5%

39.7%

Dust Storm

0.5%

2.0%

10.3%

17.2%

70.0%

Earthquake

19.7%

54.2%

9.9%

10.8%

5.4%

14.9%

35.8%

14.4%

16.4%

18.4%

Landslide / Debris Flow

20.8%

35.6%

10.9%

18.3%

14.4%

Wildfire

16.7%

33.0%

14.3%

20.2%

15.8%

Household Fire

21.9%

50.2%

11.4%

12.9%

3.5%

Volcanic Eruption

1.5%

10.4%

17.9%

16.9%

53.2%

D

Flood

Wind Storm

32.8%

47.3%

10.4%

5.5%

4.0%

Severe Winter Storm

24.3%

49.0%

11.4%

7.9%

7.4%

Tsunami

26.1%

43.8%

13.3%

6.4%

10.3%

Source: Household Natural Hazards Preparedness Survey, Oregon Partnership for Disaster
Resilience, (Nov. 2007)
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Figure 4. Percentage of Survey Respondents’ Who Are “Very
Concerned” or “Somewhat Concerned” about Natural Hazards
Dust Storm
Volcanic Eruption
Drought
Wildfire
Flood
Landslide / Debris Flow
Tsunami
Household Fire
Severe Winter Storm
Earthquake
Wind Storm
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%
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Source: Household Natural Hazards Preparedness Survey, Oregon Partnership for Disaster
Resilience, (Nov. 2007)

ra

Section IV. Household Preparedness and Risk
Reduction

D

There are many steps people can take to prepare their households for a
natural disaster or emergency. Preparing for a disaster can improve the
safety and comfort of the members of a household immediately following a
natural disaster or emergency. The survey asked respondents about what
steps their households have taken or plan to take to increase their disaster
preparedness.

Property Protection

Exactly half (50%) of the respondents considered the possible occurrence of
a natural hazard when they bought or moved into their current homes. The
need to have adequate provisions for financial and property recovery
when natural disasters do occur is a necessary component of natural
hazard preparedness. Only ten percent of the respondents indicated they
have flood insurance leaving 90% without insurance. However, 65% of
those who don’t have flood insurance indicated the reason is because their
home is not located in the floodplain and 15% felt it was not necessary.
Many more respondents (37%) indicated they have earthquake insurance.
The top two reasons given by those who don’t have earthquake insurance
were “not familiar with it/don’t know” (30%) or “it is not necessary”
(20%).
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Table 4. Survey Respondents’ Reasons For Not Having Flood and/or
Earthquake Insurance
Flood Insurance

Earthquake Insurance

Not located in the floodplain

64% Not familiar with it/don't know

30%

Not necessary

14% Not necessary

20%

Not familiar with it/don't know

7% Too Expensive

19%

Too Expensive

6% Deductible too high/not worth it

14%

Not available

3% Other

10%

Other

3% Not available

Deductible too high/not worth it

3%

7%

Source: Household Natural Hazards Preparedness Survey, Oregon Partnership for Disaster
Resilience, (Nov. 2007)

ra
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Over sixty percent of respondents have talked with members of their
households about what to do in the case of a natural disaster or emergency
whereas only twenty percent have braced unreinforced masonry, concrete
walls and chimneys. Table 5 summarizes the activities respondents
indicated they have done, plan to do, have not done, or were unable to do
to prepare for natural disasters.

Table 5. Survey Respondents’ Household Disaster Preparedness
Activities
In your household, have you or someone in your
household:

Have
Done

Plan To
Do

Not Done

52.7%

5.4%

40.9%

1.0%

62.4%

13.9%

20.1%

3.6%

C. Developed a “Household/Family Emergency Plan” in order
to decide what everyone would do in the event of a disaster?

38.5%

24.6%

33.8%

3.1%

D. Prepared a “Disaster Supply Kit” (Stored extra food,
water, batteries, or other emergency supplies)?

46.2%

27.1%

26.1%

0.5%

E. In the last year, has anyone in your household been
trained in First Aid or Cardio-Pulmonary Resuscitation
(CPR)?

35.4%

3.1%

57.9%

3.6%

F. Have you secured your water heater, cabinets and
bookcases to the wall?

31.8%

6.0%

56.7%

3.0%

2.5%

D

A. Attended meetings or received written information on
natural disasters or emergency preparedness?
B. Talked with members in your household about what to do
in case of a natural disaster or emergency?

Unable To Does Not
Do
Apply

G. Have you fit your gas appliances with flexible
connections?
H. Used fire-resistant building or roofing materials?
I. Secured your home to its foundation?
J. Braced unreinforced masonry, concrete walls, and
chimney?

25.6%

1.0%

14.1%

2.0%

57.3%

54.0%
54.4%

2.5%
2.1%

28.3%
26.4%

6.1%
7.3%

9.1%
9.8%

20.3%

2.0%

31.5%

9.1%

37.1%

K. Elevated your home in preparation for floods?

6.5%

1.0%

20.1%

9.5%

62.8%

Source: Household Natural Hazards Preparedness Survey, Oregon Partnership for Disaster
Resilience, (November 2007)
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Preferred Sources and Formats of Information
To develop and implement effective outreach and education activities, it
is important to understand the mechanisms for information
dissemination. Of the listed organizations that might provide
information to households about household preparedness for natural
disasters, respondents most frequently preferred the fire department or
rescue organization. Figure 5 shows that schools were the least
preferred organization to be the primary information source.

Figure 5. Survey Respondents’ Preferred Sources of
Information Regarding Household Preparedness
Fire Department/Rescue
Utility company
Insurance agent or company

American Red Cross
University or research institution

ra

Other non-profit organization
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Government agency

Chamber of Commerce
Schools

0.0%

10.0%

20.0%

30.0%

40.0%

50.0%

60.0%

70.0%

D

Percent of Respondents

Source: Household Natural Hazards Preparedness Survey, Oregon Partnership for Disaster
Resilience, (Nov. 2007)

When asked what the most effective way was to receive information,
respondents indicated that the local newspaper (64%), fact sheet/brochure
(55%), television (51%), and mail (49%) were the most effective. Figure 6
shows how survey respondents rated the effectiveness of dissemination
methods presented in the survey.
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Figure 6. Survey Respondents’ Ranking of Effectiveness of Selected
Preparedness Outreach Methods
Newspapers
Fact Sheet/brochure
Television
Mail
Radio
Internet
Public workshops/meetings
Magazine
Outdoor advertisements (signs, etc.)
Other
0.0%

10.0%

20.0%

30.0%

40.0%

50.0%

60.0%

70.0%
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Source: Household Natural Hazards Preparedness Survey, Oregon Partnership for Disaster
Resilience, (November 2007)
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Section V. Community Natural Hazard
Preparedness
To assist the preparation of natural hazard mitigation plans, it is essential
to understand the importance community members place on specific
community-level risk reduction actions. These questions could help
Coastal communities determine their citizens’ priorities when planning for
natural hazards. They also provide an idea of which types of risk
reduction strategies citizens would be willing support. Table 6 illustrates
the importance respondents placed on each potential natural hazard goal.
Over 95% of respondents indicated that it is very important or somewhat
important to protect private property, protect critical facilities, and protect
and reduce damage to utilities. The statement with the lowest priority
(74%) is to protect historical and cultural landmarks.

Table 6. Survey Respondents’ Goal Prioritization
Very
Important

A. Protecting private property

66.0%

29.0%

Neither
Important nor
Unimportant
2.0%

90.5%

8.5%

0.5%

0.5%

0.0%

ra

B. Protecting critical facilities (e.g.,
transportation networks, hospitals, fire
stations)

Somewhat
Important

Not Very
Important
2.5%

0.5%

ft

Statements

Not
Important

58.7%

28.9%

9.0%

2.0%

1.5%

49.0%

32.0%

11.5%

5.0%

2.5%

26.4%

48.3%

15.9%

5.0%

4.5%

74.1%

24.4%

1.0%

0.0%

0.5%

H. Strengthening emergency services (e.g.,police, fire, ambulance)

73.4%

20.7%

3.9%

1.5%

0.5%

I. Disclosing natural hazard risks during real
estate transactions

64.9%

25.7%

6.4%

2.0%

1.0%

D

C. Preventing development in hazard areas
D. Enhancing the function of natural features
(e.g., streams, wetlands)
E. Protecting historical and cultural
landmarks
G. Protecting and reducing damage to
utilities

Source: Household Natural Hazards Preparedness Survey, Oregon Partnership for Disaster
Resilience, (Nov. 2007)
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There are a number of activities a community can undertake to reduce the
risk from natural hazards. These activities can be both regulatory and nonregulatory. Table 7 shows respondents’ general level of agreement
regarding the community-wide strategies included in the survey.

Table 7. Survey Respondents’ General Level of Agreement by
Percentage Regarding Community-wide Strategies

Agree

Neither
Agree nor
Disagree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Not Sure

19.4%

36.7%

20.4%

9.2%

9.7%

4.6%

15.1%

41.1%

27.6%

7.3%

3.1%

5.7%

C. I support a mix of both regulatory and nonregulatory approaches to reducing risk.

27.3%

37.9%

18.7%

7.1%

3.5%

5.6%

D. I support policies to prohibit development
in areas subject to natural hazards.

37.0%

36.0%

15.0%

6.5%

2.0%

3.5%

E. I support the use of tax dollars (federal
and/or local) to compensate land owners for
not developing in areas subject to natural
hazards.

6.1%

8.1%

28.4%

33.5%

20.3%

3.6%

Community-wide Strategies
A. I support a regulatory approach to
reducing risk.
B. I support a non-regulatory approach to
reducing risk.

Strongly
Agree

8.5%

46.3%

23.4%

9.0%

6.5%

6.5%

12.5%

50.5%

27.0%

5.5%

2.5%

2.0%

H. I would be willing to make my home more
disaster-resistant.

23.0%

52.0%

19.5%

2.0%

0.5%

3.0%

21.6%

52.8%

18.6%

1.5%

1.5%

4.0%

39.8%

46.8%

10.9%

1.5%

0.0%

1.0%

24.8%

46.5%

21.3%

2.5%

1.0%

4.0%

8.5%

46.3%

23.4%

9.0%

6.5%

6.5%

ra
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F. I support the use of local tax dollars to
reduce risks and losses from natural
disasters.
G. I support protecting historical and cultural
structures.

D

I. I support steps to safeguard the local
economy following a disaster event.
J. I support improving the disaster
preparedness of local schools.
K. I support a local inventory of at-risk
buildings and infrastructure.
L. I support the disclosure of natural hazard
risks during real estate transactions.

Source: Household Natural Hazards Preparedness Survey, Oregon Partnership for Disaster
Resilience, (Nov. 2007)

As shown in Table 7, 87% of respondents indicated that they strongly agree
or agree improving the disaster preparedness of local schools. Conversely,
only 14% indicated that they strongly agree or agree to the use of tax
dollars to compensate land owners for not developing in areas subject to
natural hazards.

Summary
Survey respondents are most concerned about wind storms, earthquakes,
and severe winter storms. Only half of them considered the possible
occurrence of a natural hazard when they bought their homes. However,
approximately sixty percent have talked with members of their household
about what to do in the case of a natural hazard and twenty-five percent
plan to develop a “Household/Family Emergency Plan”. The best way to
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communicate with these survey respondents is through the newspaper and
they prefer information from the fire or rescue department. They think that
the community should be involved in preparing for natural disasters,
specifically by improving the preparedness of schools and developing a
local inventory of at-risk buildings.
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Open-ended
Survey Responses
If “NO” for flood, what is the main reason your household doesn’t not
have insurance for flood events? (Other)
•
•
•
•

If “NO” for earthquake, what is the main reason your household does not
have insurance for earthquake events? (Other)
•
•
•
•
•

D

•
•
•
•
•
•

Never talked to insurance agent about it
An insurance company likely not to pay out on large catastrophic
widespread events…example is Katrina.
Have not checked
Rent
The insurance companies use “act of god” as a clause for getting out of
paying Insurers
Would have to modify foundation
Inspection rq’d not done
Event unlikely
Did not cover in the event of tsunami tidal surge
No common earthquake action, but they expect a big one
Faults offshore, homes on solid rock

ft

Q4.1

Location not likely to be flooded
The insurance companies use “act of god” as a clause for getting out of
paying Insurers
Located 200 ft above Col. River
Had flood insurance 3 years. They did not send yearly bill around 2002.
By the time I realized it my policy lapsed. To renew the premium
doubled.

ra

Q3.1

Q12 County
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Clatsop (38)
Coos (61)
Curry (14)
Douglas (5)
Lane (18)
Lincoln (36)
Tillamook (24)

Q15 Please indicate your level of education (Other)
•
•

Page 18
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•
•
•

State Certified CNA
CDA
Fire/police certified

Q17 Do you rent/own? (Other)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Trailer (3)
Single apartment over garage
Cattle Ranch
Mobile
Farm
Travel Trailer
Business
2nd home/commercial
Lakefront property

ra

Arizona (2)
Arkansas
Florida (2)
Louisiana
Maine
Maryland
Minnesota
Missouri
Nevada (3)
New York (3)
North Carolina
Ohio
Pennsylvania
Texas
Utah (2)
Vermont
Wisconsin
U.S.A.F-moved a lot
4th gen. Oregon
Canada

D

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ft

Q18 If you have lived in Oregon for less than 20 years, in what state did you live
before you moved to Oregon? (Other)

Please feel free to provide any additional comments in the space provided below.
•
•

Had earthquake insurance with Allstate, but the now no longer cover
earthquakes. Terribly expensive to pick it up elsewhere!!!
I do not believe the government (i.e. tax dollars) or insurance co. should
be required to cover losses in areas known to be subjected to frequent
natural risk.
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•

•

•
•

•

D

•

ft

•

If building in known hazard area- any services needed in time of an
emergency-should be paid by the builder/owner.
Living on high hill in Astoria, Oregon. Have summer home at Cannon
Beach, Oregon. Risky, as close to the ocean, but town has warning
whistles, and good escape routes to high hills for safety.
If this questionnaire is being used to assess individual preparedness in
the event of a disaster, then I applaud it. I f it is going to be used to
implement invasive, expensive gout programs to “safeguard” us, please
reconsider. Political finger-pointing, has never been a good, substitute
for well-trained, organized local efforts by police, fire, church, and
individuals. Some will always be unprepared and some will be capable.
Some areas of our valley (Hidden Valley-Toledo, OR) are in flood plain. I
have neighbors with a great deal of their ranch –that is wetlands-for last
several months-they have been spreading human waste over a large
area. Water sources have been affected-Animals have been affected-also
bringing in untreated animals-running them on human waste-they have
brought in black-leg and pink eye-among other disasters in our areaincluding overuse of Round Up.
I would be interested to hear your findings from this survey.
I work for Oregon State Parks about 15 miles from our community. In
order to take the job, I had to agree to have an emergency survival pack
fro 2 persons, including an axe and first-aid kit for sutures, or sign a
waiver stating OSP would not be responsible if I got stuck unprepared. I
was amazed; given a list of necessary items I would need but never
thought of (i.e. can opener, alcohol (whiskey), and H2O purification
tabs). Educate.
We took down a beautiful fir tree in front yard in 2006 because of
possible falling hazard to house, wires and neighbors. More people
should do more tree/shrub/brush trimming for falling/other hazards.
New buildings should be required to be built to current knowledge for
protection of feature occupants and hazards should be revealed on sale
of any property.
I hope you are using this information to educate. Non-regulatory
education programs should be an incentive for home owners/land
owners to get breaks on their insurance. Personally, I feel
Insurance/other agencies use disasters to pump up economics (Disaster
economics).
With on degree in Geology and one in Biology, I’m painfully aware of
where I live and I’m probably more prepared for an earthquake or
tsunami than anyone living in my town. Enough said…
Volunteer firefighter for 35 years. When possible, own generator.
We live in a flood, fire, landslide, earthquake prone state…Most citizens
are ignorant of that fact…That needs to change!
Too many are either unaware or hazards or choose to disregard them,
especially if doing so is more financially beneficial to them personally.
Thank you for your efforts and interest pertaining to disaster
preparedness.

ra

•

•

•

•
•
•
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•

•
•
•

•

•

•

D

•

ft

•

People who insist on developing in flood hazard and landslide hazard
areas should not receive tax dollars to rebuild after a disaster.
Since I live alone and in a very rural area, a lot of the questions do not
necessarily affect me.
Government intervention stops many projects near our small
community. I am leery or our Willamette Valley. They control our
communities with their uneducated ideas. What is happening in my
community?
Thank you.
This state does not need more government to regulate citizens. LCDC is
an excellent example of polarizing the public!
A lot of planning needs to be done. We live in an area where there are
many senior citizens who would need help in an emergency. With our
tall trees, fire could easily cause a great problem, but no one seems to be
concerned. We are! Thanks for your efforts. Keep it going.
We need to plan to deal with the possibility that bridges along the
Oregon coast might be damaged such as from an earthquake or tsunami.
If bridges cannot be reinforced, then they should be replaced with more
earthquake resistant structures. Also, if the coastal area would be cut off,
can supplies be airlifted in? Is there such a plan in place? What about
fuel supplies for emergency vehicles? How much medicine should one
stockpile for emergencies?
I would gladly do all I could to protect my family & home – cost is an
obstacle, especially for home reinforcement. It is certainly hard to trust
FEMA, et al – easier to trust local author. As more personally invested,
but again, resources are a likely problem. Thanks for the chance to be
involved.
Disaster preparedness procedures for the disabled in resource poor
areas.
Preparing for natural disasters falls off the radar screen for most busy
households! Unless it is in front of us (like the “Enter tsunami zone”
signs) to remind us that we should be prepared, aware, plan for, etc. it
just won’t happen. The California wildfires showed us that recently.
Living on the coast in Pacific City, the concern of a tsunami and its
impact. How to deal with loss of roads, bridges, possibly home, etc.
Our neighborhood has a disaster preparedness committee & information
in our local phone book. We store water & water.
The one disaster prep in this area is the tsunami warning. Every time
they announce a trial run the locals all run to the ocean to see the “big
wave” arrive. I can only envision more tax dollars wasted on such
endeavors.
I spent several hours reviewing this before answering. In my opinion it
tells you nothing!! The information requested is too vague! It is biased in
both political & financial concepts of the person filling it out. An
example – I am totally opposed to development in hazard areas, but I
support Measure 39 & oppose Measure 49. Government doesn’t belong
in this business because the wealthy are opposed can fight regulation,
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but the middle & lower class cannot!! You have not dealt w/the
interagency & intra-agency jurisdictional process that resulted in the
Katrina fiasco. No one wants to be in charge (except egoist law
enforcement) due to issues of liability & probably court & legal
processes. No one has budgets for interagency tracking nor will agencies
respond using the NIMNS structure. No agency is willing to release
authority nor take on responsibility beyond what scope is provided by
legislative action. I worked 27 years in emergency response in 4 different
counties – you just can’t make it happen. When the big one comes you
better duck!!
I believe it is unethical & often tragic to allow building on hazardous
areas. Extremely short-sighted – self-defeating – to allow building on
fragile ecosystems. I have to work to remember that the word
“developer” is not a curse. Obviously, some developers are meticulous
ethical. I feat that very few are & money motivates!
Both husband & wife answered questions.
Q-6. None of these choices are what I would describe as a “preferred
choice!”
I support any federal money to help/assist families upgrading homes
and so on. Also, to assist emergency services (medical, FD), use of
National Guard/Military to enforce public safety. DO NOT SUPPORT
any spending for local gov. Private business, developers – these only
help rich get richer at the expense of poor & middle class.
Coastal communities are isolated by mountains to the east. Hwy 101 is
the only link north & south and to roads leading east. Tsunamis are
forecasted to hit Hwy 101, isolating many communities. I have seen
nothing to indicate any planning to help isolated areas, nor plans to
build additional roads.
I think this subject is important and there are reasons why to bring it up.
However, the chance of a natural disaster is very slim. I worry more
about being in war with other nations. I also worry about issues like
finding a better job, my son to go to a drug-free school, and to improve
my financial and moral status for the good of my family!
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